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Reasons
To
Be G r a t e f u
( part
one)
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""'=""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""'"""''"""'""""""""""""""""'"""'""""' -By Emakoji Ayikoye
n the midst of the s kyrocket- upon us to be college educated. I
ing inflation of our time, there say there is a reason to be grateis a reason to be thankful. In ful!
the midst of the woes that face
If yo u understand the superlamany of us today due to recent tive place and importance of colhike in college tuition , I say aga in , lege education, I say to you, there
there is a reason to be thankful. is a reason to be grateful. If you
There is no doubt that the recent are privileged to be in college, I
hike in tuition, coupled with the say to you, there is a reason to be
rising cost of living in New York grateful.
City has had tremendous impact
Education in all ramifications
on most international students of is pDtent, and it is a fundamental
the C ity University of New York. human right that has the potential
Nonetheless, I see a reason why power to reverse, change and
we all should be grateful.
transform not only your entire
By being grateful, I mean, life, but your world at large - if
let's look back to how far we have you understand what I mean .
come; let's admit the realities of Education brings information, and
our time, and yet, refuse to be held information brings tra nsformahostage by the spirit of belliger- tion. Thus, education in the 21st
ence and di scouragem e nt . Let's century is an undisputed, pararefuse to be stagnated by a men- mount gem that is unreservedly
tality that would otherwise cause indispensable in our rapidly g lobus to b e despondent. Let's appre- alizing world. Therefore, refuse to
ciate where we started from , and quit educating yourself in spite of
at the same time, let's allow where the odds that face us today.
we arc now to birth renewed Refusal to quit is the p athway that
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d.ream!l and viaions that would

leads to -desainy. - educ!Uion.

shine through the darkest mome nt
we now face. Let's visual ize w ith
passion, the dre am s that have
brought us thus far; let the fire of
our dreams burn on, for desti ny
has placed an irresistible mandate

To those (international students) who may be contemplating
dropping out of school for financial reasons, while I wish l was
more he lpful, I admonish you not
to give up one of your most
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important and fundamental rights,
education. I ask you to reth ink
your dreams; resist any feeli ngs
that would cause you to throw
away your destiny - education .
By all means, remember how far
you have come; remember those
who await your contribution to
their lives; remember our world
needs you. Be gratefu L
As an African internat iona l
student who is also badly impacted by the recent hike in college
tuition, I feel the pains that we all
must deal with; nonetheless. I am
grateful. As many of you may
well imagine, there are millions of
other people from around the
world, in nations across Africa,
Europe, Asia, Latin America and
in the Caribbean who desperately
want to be college - educated, but
are in such a calamitous financially predicament that painfully
inhibits their chances of ever
attending coUege. Remember that
there are millions who JOe .s<:><.:ia) .
political and religious reasons
may never in their lifetimes have
the opportun ity to be coll ege educated . Sadly. some of us take
this precious necessity - education, for granted.
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The Month of Fasting By Mohammad Furl.:un
amadan is the ninth month
of the Islamic calendar.
slam uses a lunar calendar--that is, each month begins
with the sighti n g of the new
moon. Because the lunar calendar is about 11 to 12 days shorter
than the solar calendar used elsewhere, Islamic holidays ~ move"
each year. Ramadan is a special
month of the year for over one
billion Mus lims throughout the
world. It is a time for inner reflection, devotion to God, and selfcontrol.
The third "pillar" or religious
obligation of Islam, fasting, has
many s pecial benefits . Among
these, the most important is that it
is a means of learn in g self-controL Fasting is a way of experiencing hunger and deve loping
sympathy for the less fortunate,
and learning through thankfulness
and appreciation for all of God's
bounties. Fasting is also beneficial towards health and provides a
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break in the cycle of rigid habits
or overindulgence .
Muslims do things to please
Allah (God), and they can please
Allah only by obeyi ng Him and
practicing His religion. Fasting in
Ramadan is obligatory for those
who can do it. Sick people and
some travelers in certain conditions are exempted from the fast
but must make it up as they are
able.
During Ram a dan in the
Muslim world, most restaurants
are closed during the daylight
hours. Families get up earl y for
suhoor, a meal eaten before the
sun rises. After the sun sets, the
fast is broken with a meal known
as iftar. Iftar usually begins with
dates and sweet drinks that provide a quick en ergy boost.
Kurdi , a st udent of Bronx
Community College (BCC). said
that during Ramadan she spends
more time than usual reading the
Koran, the Mus lims' I s lamic holy

book, and praying because "It's a
time to get closer to God."
Hassan, a member of the Muslim
Student As.wciation (MSA) here
at Bronx Conununity College
said, "It's a period of atonement. "
It is important to the I slamic
culture that people break their
fasts together during Ramadan,
MSA President Musa Kanneh
said. He added that it would be
inspiring to see people come
together every day to celebrate
the month-long holiday.
For further information about
R amadan, please come to MSA,
at Roscoe Brown Student Center,
room # 306 , or call (646) 2711498.
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"AS TUTORS, YOUR ROLE IS NOT TO PROVIDE ANSWERS,"
STATES THE DIRECTOR OF THE PASS CENTER
he Director of the Pass Center, Mrs. Audrey Rose Glen, has
said lhat the roles of tutors are to possess expertise. experience and enco\Jnlgement, adding that "tutors are not supposed to provide answer>~ to their tutees."
Mrs. Glen was speaking to over 20 tuto.,. drawn from the
Pass Center, Writing Center, Modem Language and Human
Services at the 13th annual Tutoc Training Workshop organized by
the PASS Center on Friday, October I Oth at the Roscoe Brown
Student Center. She .aid she was very grateful to the service: of
the tutors at the Pass Center, hinting that "'your job is very bc;ncllH....:!!~~~~~~~
cialto the department because you help students 10 be successful and retain them in college." Tutoring sbc said is a wonderful job and urged the tutors to keep up their tutorial dreams. She said that tutoring could be a life-long profession for anyone who wants
to develop it as a career. "Tutoring ts an esseinial and effective intervention for students
at risk of fuiling or perlbmling poorly in the academic setting." She welcomed all the
tutors to the training workshop and wished them all a successful completion of the wor1c·
shop.
It should be noted that PASS Center $tudents are first-generation students ir> their
f"amily attending college. Colleges and IDliven;ities across the US are serving culturally
and econocnically dive....e students and,"" a result, many students lack the means of passing academic cour11es, but not intellectual potential.
Speaking on the theme " Tutoring Guidelines: Definition and Responsibilities.," Mr.
Gabriel Fadumiye, Tutor C()Ordinator at the Pass Centa, stated that tutoring is a one-onone: or small-group activity where a tutor has expertise in a specific disCipline and can
provido; tutoring service to another who does not have that expo;rtiso;.
Mr. Fadumiye stated that tutors have to give individual aaention to each student
and must have empathy. "You must always make sessions conducive for students and
always be on time." he said. He added that tutors tJIU$t be open and friendly to their
lutees and say "I don't know" if they don't know. They must al~~<~, be patient, and they
must worlc to motivate and encourage their tutees.
Mr. Fadmniye warned tuton at the mining worbhop to be very ethical in do;aliog
with lutees. Ethical behavior he said refe.,. to the appropriate and responsible choices a
tutor will need to make in order to create a tutoring c:nvirollit'l<:nt where mutual respect
is the ultintate goal. RespoMible ethical behavior refers to choice of words, actions and
thoughts when interacting with others. Ethical development starts early in life and it is
life-long process. II is a blueprint for individu1d character in which values and standards
of morBI development are unique!)' ellpres.sed.
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He reiterated th.at tutors must be aware of"the values and standards -· legal and academic -· fur the institution or organization where they are employed.
Speaking on the theme "Study Skills!Setting Goals,~ Dr. Francoise Cromet,
Academic Skills Advi90r at the Pass Center, stated that setting a goal is the process of
imagining, visualizing, and writing down a dream. She .aid that for a goal to be useful,
il must be specific, measurable, challenging, realistic and have a seated complelioo date.
Paulette Gary-Messado, ESL and Writing Coordinator at the Pass Center, made a
presentation on "Critical Thinking." which she said is deciding rationally whal to or what
oot to believe. Broadly speaking, critical thinkiDg, aooording to Mrs. Messado, is concerned witb reason, intellectual honesty, open-mindedness, as opposed to emotionalism.
Critical lhinking, she said, is used as a basic element of communication: readlng.
wriling, speaking and listening. It also plays an intportam part in social change.
lru;titutioos in any society - court, governments., schools, and businesses - are the products of a certain way of thinking, she offered.
She finally added that critical thinking is promoted through open-ended question·
ing, analyzing. reading a vBriety of" so\IJ'Oe&. problem-solving tasks. spending time
reflecting on reading materials, and drawing on pe['SOnal ell.-;enoe.
According to the Pa.•!l Center 11itor 1'1'aining Manual; rutoring started in the 16th
century in the tint American colonial colleges. In those days, the role of tutors was
closely associated with that ofto;aching assistaniS, who were current studen.ts, bvt more
often were recenl graduates. Tbe British system of tutoring was based on individualized
instruction, and American colleges adapled the syslem 10 work with small groups or
classes due to insufficient funding or the small number of availablo; tutors.
ThtotS continued to fonn an influential group in higher education until late in the
century. They remained as the primary teaching staff, and schools like Yale and Harvard
relied heavily on them for i.ru>rruction. Once in tbe twentieth century, the mention of
tutocs declined, and lectures became the primary form of instruction, profeS$ional faculty began to play a major role in insrruction - along with a more educated and specialized graduate teaching agsistant S)'$tem.
The manual further stated that at tbe beginning of the twentieth century, Woodrow
Wilson, as the Pn:sidc:nt of Princ.:ton University, spok.e of tutors as "preceptors" who
were given the responsibility for establishing informal associalion with students to guide
thc:ir int.ellectual endc:avors . Thcn:forc, tutoring became, and stiU is, a no;cessary oomponent of the learning process at institutions of higher learning.
Maurice Martinez, Learning Specialist, and Wabemar Gonzalez, Clinical Social
Worker, hoth from the Pass Center, gave a presentation.
-By Emuran Saidy
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My Number On e Priority Is to S ee A New Instruc tiona l Bui lding on the Campus
-A\\' cJr - e:. 1 1~; · ,,J rl:c-;r,·rc-..·. ;, 11i
~1 rr; 11 X c 0 ['l''IU I ~ ty Cu (; ;< C' :-:>;z.;" c...; n : C<: ··:.;I 'r' ~, l,l\/ 1111 ;:: ~,::;
he Ptesident of
College,
Dr.
Carolyn
Williams, last spring
granted an exclusive
interview with
77Je
Communicator in her
office . in which she
llolked about her vision
foe 1hc college, srudeftt
achievement, and a Jot
of other i•sue• affecting
\he .tudenrs. Below, we bring you e><cerpts of
!be interview. [Editor's note: Additional comments were made by PresideD! Willi...,. during
the week of October 27. 2003 .)
Q. Ao BCC olen her 44do anAivenary
sen-t.& the pe<>ple of Brens, wloat Impressive
lol-ry do you want to share wfth Ge d"nto?
A . I have been here for seven yean and
the college 1\as had an illustrious history. Even
before coming here. I wa• aware of the college '• outstanding reputation. It has a diverse
student body and graduate• who have enjoyed
very successful CareeJ5 in a variety of fields.
Did you know, for e><antple, that at one time
BCC had \he lqest n...,.ing program in the
United States? Our.nursing alumni are now in
leadenhip roles throughout the country.
We bave wonderf\&1 fac:ulty who are not
just good teachen but are also scholars. We
have a high percen~ of professors witb
Ph.D.s and profes..ionals with terminal degrees
who are really working hard to improve student
achievement. We have a very wonderful supportive SUlff, e"cellcnt administration and dedicated students.
Q. What are your pals for BCC Ia th,.
nnt 5-10 y~ars?
A. I would say tbal my number one priority probably is to see a new instructional
building on the campus with a library. We have
not had a new racility on tiUs campus since we
CBJDe ro this cwnpus lhitfy yean ep. Our facilili>e• arc noc appropri""' fur the use !bat they
t'CC>elve. 'for C><antple, most of our e>\asse• are
held in Col•ton Hall, whicll is a converted dormitory, and we do not have staae-of-the-IIJ't
classrooms. We have engaged in negotiations
both at the $late and city levels. and we are getling key l~:gislaiOfS and functen to look at this
need and take our request for a new classroom
building 10 a lrigher level
Other aRas of priOf'ities are student
achievement, growth in enrollment. recruiting
new facu1ty, and development of new progmm.
Q. Wlutt is your greateot profHllonal
strengtb?
A . My ~troJ>gest profossional streng\h is
my leadership ability. It is. recognized nationally and internationally. I would also list my compassion and respect as strengths. When you
work with people compassion and respect for
others ""' helpful qualities.
Q. How is your profesalo•al strmgtb
rec:ogntzecl IDIKJ~ationally?
A. :My international recognition comes
in terms of awa~ board memberships ~
req~sts to •peak and share cxpettisc. and invitation• to worlc with o\hers. Last year, I
received an honorary degree from the
Unin•rs ity of NaJal in South Africa. I al•o ha•·e
served as the President of the Ameri.can
Association of Community Colleges. That
"'l!ani,...tion represents all I ,200 community
colleges in America.
Q. Oa a s~ of 1-10 bow w•uld yo•
note yourself as a dloclpUnartan?
A . You aok me to rate myself'l I don't see
myself as a disciplinarian at all. Let's say I
enjoy whot I do and take my job seriously, and
1 find it very r<:wardiog. J think we have a
h~ltby relationship on our campus. We don't
always get wbat we want wben we want It, but
been llblc to move forward and make
doocisiotl$ thai have. greatly ·served the institution.
Q. What Is your phllosoplly or dlsdpllne as relates to otudeuts?
A. We are very fortunate. We have policies that address the various procedure.. !bat
relate to slu4cnt discipline, and I think that we
really do a fairly good job of following the pro·
cedures. We adhcn: to due proCC11&, we air
i•suci.. we consult, and we have not had any
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we've

studenJ issue that has been overtumed beciWSe :Members of the college family also oerve on
due process h"" not been followed. We try to advi3ory committees and boards \hroug.hout \he
make sua that all students get due process, and borough. I am very active oa the Boy Scout& of
1 think that i.< working for us. By the way, we
America Board of Directonl, au>d the new
have very few discipline cases.
Bronx Olamber ofCommenx:. J work wi\h the
As you know there are appeals down the
superintendents for most of the high schools.
line and ... 1 think we only have one or two to
So the college really takes the community part
go beyond !be campus for an appeal. Scven of our title seriously, and we are very proud of
years, eight thousand students per yeac and our community partr>erships.
only one or two appeals, that's a good record.
Q. What criteria do you ..,... in hJriD&
Q. Tell me oometbi•E about your edD·
prof!'SSOrs?
oatlonal baeqround.
A. CUNY has a very specific oct of criA. J e.me>d. my undergraduate degree in lcriAo in lcTms of preparation. Tile hiring of propsychology and sociology, a double major from
fessors generally starts within the departments.
Wayne State Univenity.
Wayne State When there is vacancy, we do a broad
Univenity is like CUNY. an urban univcnity. I
annouoccmc:nt indicating the availability of lhc
lived at home and commuted to the college. I job.
People apply and send in resumes.
also worked on cantpUS to support the cost of Resumes are reviewed. and from that the
my education. I graduated. in \he si"tics, aud departmental committee seleas people to come
worked. for three years for a social agency, the for an. interview, and sometimes candidates are
Children's Agent Society. During this ti-. I
o~ed teaching a class by a group of people
returned to Wayne S - to punue my master's
from the department. Tbey select several final
degree io. wilan plarming, an inleldisciplinary candidates, wbo meet with mc and the Vice
degree combining $0Cial and physical plaiming.
President for Academic Affairs. We make the
I was 001 interested in planning shopping cenfinal determinlllion. It is really in~erewng
ters and cities, but more interested in planmng
becanse this final interview has very little to do
for the people.
with the crodenlials and the ability to teach. per
ID the meantime, I married my college say. By the time they read\ us, we know they
sweetheart in 1963 and we have a daughter. have met those requirements. We look for sueShe and her father are dentists and they are cessful teacbiog experience, how they feel
pncticing in Michigan, so you see 1 commute about students, their cornmitrneot to education,
from New York to Micllipn. ID Oc!Ob«, we
what kind of contribution they are willing to
<:elebralcd our 40th wedding annivenary.
make to cnhaDce the environment so tbat stuI started my first job in higher education dents can be successful. The whole focus coos
in 1971 , at Highland Park t;!li1101ofcrftfty"1~l'lll"'J~·.....J1"C:k to the students.
(MI) as the l>can of
Are the profCS'Ion motivated?
·started working
YeS, they are motivated. Most who
awarded in 1
college. pride tbemselves
I have also
By and lalge, faculty
Academic
limn survey results.
County
) survey results indiare satisfied.
We provide other

Q. \VIutt lo the &tudtnt populatloa or
BCC aDd the rovenp &radualioa rate per
yur?
A. We have about eight thousand students. We have steadily bc:cn increasing over
the last few years, and our enrollment will
probably continue to grow.
The graduation rate is kind of tricky but
we graduate about a thousand students each
year. Now, among the.e figures, you have
some who have been here for seven yean, some
two years and others two-and-a-half. The aver"lle fur our •tudents i• l-S ye""' to complete a
degree. For most of the students that is because
they have to .top out 10 wort<. They take some
courses \his semester, and they may not take
classes next &emester. This opreads their college career over a period of time.
Q. As you ...y lmow, mo&t or til,. taps
are root working. "'hat k y-r rnanaceme.t
doin& to oolve that?
A . We have the Environmental Health
and Safety Committee which is dealing with
the problem. Among \he members of the committee is a pCf'SOn who is desigoated to monirordrinking water on campus and to make sure all
of our water is in compliance wi\h heal\h stan·
do.rdo;. They &Je also responsible foe testing the
water in all of the buildings. Jfwe discover that
the water quality is oot within acceptable levels, we close the fountain and put in a bottled
water slation. We have done this throughout
the campus. If there are still founlains suspect·
ed of having unsafe water, I wac you to report
\hem so thatlhey com be checked. out.
We have available a report on the status
of drinkmg water on campus.
Q. Js lhere &DY lnereaae In lhe enruiiment of fo..,lp studerua? Jf 1>0 ho.,.. mally
-ntrles •~ repreeetated i• BCC?
A. Yes, enrollment of foreiso students
1\as been increasing, and we eun-ently have I 0 I
countries repR~~a~ted on our campus. We bavc

"'W:'~l{j~····~:i~~~;'i~~~;;;~...._......__~...,..t.•
H...
.. ~ .,students
._-<>€
staff.~&" W<¥k- alllli*rl*'
~ellfly n...iuftUK
of 'fore~
and the

~:e~~!:~~~

f

African~

lli~ ''"~('

u..i5._.
- · by
1 il8Vang
" .. 1\ts
that our environment
C'Jlriched
great diversity, which we certainly want to
that I personally would keep.
Q . T'hert are a lot of ocbvlarshtpo
It is not always race
available that most otudetlts are not awa"*
Race is the part !bat
No one .-ns to of. What advke do you beve for l:hO'!e • ..,_
preferences such as dents?
A. Well, let me tell you, we try to get the
~~;!:t:;J.~7~~=~:
of graduates
get a
word ouL [Editor's note: See the article written
C
•.atnf•sutii>Orti\re
of affinnatlve
by Vnce President Man:ia Keizs in issue 112 of
be a greaf tra&edY if it
this semester's Commun/cQtor.] We aloorted
has helped colleges di vcrinstniCtors to be aware of students' needs and
faculties, providi1111
refer them to the scholarship bank. About two
liik!!QSn~Cirv~lll~t.u.c.lli;c c:on•m.u nitv with a mo"' wellyears ago, we centralized our scholarship infor"""'' do you vi..,.. the current pro- mlllion into a database, which is localle<i in
Colston Hall 528. We'll make sure thot all
evaluation pro«dnre by alttdents?
A. Tbe new professor evaluarion proce- scholarship information is in the college
lfispanic and African-American students dure by students is great. Now students are "Update", on the web and in other publicolions..
Q. But, most of thoM sellolarshJps are
rd '
t
Deputme
.
nl of allow t~om
y 1< e<.< their views about their
. . to foreign shldeuts?
.~~ ~· ~ rot
~thai since students uot ...,A.
We have been focusing attention on
if
'M~ ll ll io \or ~e
'
• they can give an
scholarships for international otudents because
·
Q. Wlaat do you <Oftslder te be the hdhcst opinion. But
know, by and Jatge;
rnaoy of our resident srudents can avail tbemmajor problem• faclnc BC~~? i
srudcnts like \heir profeosors.
·
selves of financial aid: PELLand TAP. It is our
A. 1 would say the mairl ~ ftlciJi's . •
Q. CUNY hao impmed a $300 tuldon
international students who cannot qualify for
students i• time. Our •tudents are extremely
hik~. What Is your stance on this isoue and
overburdened. They have respon•ibilities !bat
how is it &oill8 to an..,t enronment and financial aid !bat we try to di=t to the unrestricted "'holarships for support. We do not
most students do not have. Many have faminteDIIOII ID srhools?
.
A. 1 kn9'f the three hundred-dollar per ha•·e enough scholarships for intemotional stulies, je>bs and ~ Ti'!'e management js lt:ey . <
to s\IQCesS. • t
t () ~t'
-tr. ' tW1'lbi·~~ ;... hardship for some stu- dents b<Jt we are trying to identify JJIOre. Last
It is amaz&/.'hti'-cJo<er,ruil¥ -"'POIII--· ~ ~miJever, we cannot maintain quality year, a major scholarship (Edward Cook Kent
$30,000) went to an · intcrnalion..l student,
students succeed with· the limited time at their programs, quality equipment, quality facilitic•
disposal. The number one stnrlgtb of our stu- end a quality faculty without someone paying Cynthia Talbert. who is currently ~<!tending
dents is their perse'vennce and willingness to
for those CO$ts. If in fact we maintain adequate Baruch. ·
I want to thank The Communlcdtor
lak.e their educatioa seriously.
financial support to the Mediest sruda:tts. \hey
reporta-, Emuran Saidy, for giving me the
Q. How are yo• im-c aboont lmprovwill not be adversely affected. Because we have
opportunity
to share my thoughts with \he collng rollege-<omrnu•l'Y relatl0111hlps?
110 many eligible for TAP, PELL and workA. Well. as you may be aw-. we have
study, most BCC students have not been too I~ community. I welcome bcarin3 from stumany outreach programs. Some are located in severely impacted by the tuition 'rncrease. 1 dents and would like to let you know tb.Ot I have
o.n "open Friday" policy; whereby the fi,.t
the community and some, lilre the Liberty worry about the group just above th011e who
Fridloy in every month is set osidc for anyone in
Partncr.ohip. are on campus. It i• a e>Ollege prep qualify fur fmanciaal aid. But \here is a special
program for promising lrigh school students; In
fUnd created by the New York City Council and the BCC community - students. fa.culty or staff
10 make an appointment to see me. Just call
the commuoity we have «HcnoJth Force,~ an CUNY to help these studenl5. The Financial
HJV/AJPS and asthma peer education program
Aid Pffice can asscsa eligibility for this assis- my off'nce [e><tension Sl 55) to .make an appointoperating in the South Bronx. Our lniman serv- lance. 'The group most adversely affected is ment.
-By Emuran Saidy
ices and education programs place intems in international student.< whose tuition costs were
local schools and community-based social
increa<ed the most, and these otudents bave
service organizatioDs. So we .,., in the commu- fewer financial resources available to offitct
nity with marry of our programs. We also house tuition increascg. We may have loot some of
a lot of community service programs on c.amour intematioaal studcnl8. We are trying to
pus. I am sure you see all the younasters on our identify ways to help this important Mudent
campus who attend ~fter-school propms.
group meet their educational expen.e•.
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ar;cf L 1:;_~-:.c; J.::t..o. Co-Coordinators of the Vlritu?q Across the Curricu:~un [WAC;) r)roqram

AC! WIDl CPE! We seem to live in a graduate. How do these WAC and WID move- instructors on teaching techniques and assignworld of acronyms these days. One ments tie in with that?
ments geared to bring out the best in student
might well wonder what they all
That's an important question. As part of the writing. Bronx Community College is privileged
mean and what they have to do with education. standards movement, another of those educa- to have ..fiv e Writing Fellows w ith us at the curSpecifically, you may wish to know how they tional winds sweeping the nation, our own City rent time. (See the eRd of this article for a list of
impact on YOUR education. The answer in a University of New York has instituted the the current fellows and their special assignments
word is-- Plenty!
CUNY Proficiency Exam, which every student along with their contact numbers.) Some of the
The two main purposes of Writing Across must pass in order to eam a degree at one of Writing Fellows work at the Writing Center,
the Curriculum (WAC) are to help students write CUNY's two- or four-year colleges. Students located at the )ower level of Philosophy Hall.
better, and, not incidentally, to improve learning. who have attained 45 degree credits will receive They .tutor students and conduct special workThe idea is writing to learn," and the theory is a letter telling them how and where to apply to shops on helpful subjects such as writing
that the focus and concentration needed to write take the CPE. Upon receiving such a letter, research papers and exam essays. Any student
on a subject, any subject, facilitates learning. every student should sign up in the testing office may drop in at the Writing Center for extra help,
The writer E . M. Forster is famous for having (which the letter will explain) without delay. In and some may be referred there by their instrucsaid, ''How can I tell what I think till 1 see what contrast to the low-stakes writing assignments tors.
say?" What he meant by this somewhat cryptic we have discussed before, this one is definite
CPE WORKSHOPS
When you sign up for the CPE, you will be
statement is that the writing process itself helps high-stakes. There is a Jot riding on this test, and
to shape our ideas: as we work out the coherence the WAC program can help you prepare.
offered a chance to take a special workshop to
of our prose we arrive at a coherent view of a
The CPE, which takes three hours, consists help prepare for it. These are arranged by our
subject.
of two parts. The first, for which two hours are CPE Coordinator, Dr. Rex Butt of the
allotted, asks a student to write a coherent, Communications Department (extension 5757}.
Self-Monitored Learning
focused essay in clear and correct English, Of course, if you have taken WI . courses and
and Low-Stakes Writing Practice
One way you can test yourself on this addressing the ideas of two reading selections, studied diligently for all of your dasses, you
proposition is to ask yourself after each class the one that the student has read in the few weeks have been preparing yourself all along, but the
following three self-monitoring questions:
before the exam, the other, briefer, which the CPE Workshops provide a helpful last~minute
• What is the most important thing I have student must read in the exam period. The test- review, along with some special test-taking
taker is then asked to write an essay in which pointers so it is a good idea to tak.e one. The
learned from this class?
•What needs further clarification?
both readings are analyzed. The student's ability workshops, which are taught by specially
•How can I obtain this clarification?
to understand the readings and to cite them in his trained faculty and the Writing Fellows, will
This technique, often by instructors trained or her own e.o;.say are important criteria for pass- definitely give you an advantage . When you sign
in WAC methods, is one of many in a range of inv;, and the quality of the writing is also very up for the test and the workshop, you wilJ
sttatc -· .;~ ·\'or ...c:1r'-lnoni\oreit'-'t·c~>rning: ·These importarir;· lJie essay shouid be foelised, coher- receive an infonn~tion booklet. ·ae sure ro read
ents ii.Ciivc participants • Jn .. t:hoir -own ent,' an weJJ C(iited. )n' the .second. part of fue it carcfuUy and brina it with you when you so to
education. This type of writing, since it is usual- exam, which lasts an hour, students are asked to your worlqihop.
ly ungraded and desi~d to help students assess explain or interpret material in graphic or tabuIf you have read this far, you have learned a
their own needs, is conunonly caved "low- Jar form. Since this explanation must be written great deal about our college's WAC program, the
stakes" writing, and professors who use WAC clearly and coJTeCtly, writing again plays an CPE, the WI courses, the Writing Center, and the
instructional techniques commonJy suggest such important role.
Writing Fellows. Here is a list of our current felexercises or require students to do them as a
Writing Intensive (WI) Courses
lows along with their offices and contact nummeans of attaining writing fluency. Other lowStudents who have had many opportunities bers so you can call them to make an appointstakes assignments include free writing, brain- to develop and improve their writing do not have ment if you need special help with a course:
storming on a topic, and keeping a journal.
to worry about the CPE because when they
The History of WAC and WID
receive their letters informing them to sign up II
WRITING FELLOWS
The Writing Across the Curriculum move- for it. they will be well prepared by their previ- I
I
ment has been sweeping the USA since the ous course work .
Laura Chmielewski
I
197Qs, with many national conferences dedicatOne way that BCC is helping students pre- l
History; Music & Art
ed to it. Along with WAC has come WID, pare is by offering Writing Intensive (WI) cours- . I
Colston Hall 337; ext. 5353
Writing in the Disciplines, which emphasizes es. In fact, from now on, in order to graduate, a II
plus_ ultra@juno.com
the correct writing style for various specialized student must take at least two Writing Intensive I
t
fields. Thus, in the sciences, the emphasis is classes. Since these courses help students to
Lisa Ferrazzano
placed on how to write correct lab reports, and in improve their writing, they should be taken as
Social
Science
and Health, Physical
business classes, students get special practice in early as possible in a student's career. Many stuEducation;
Wellness
the k.inds of corporate writing-reports, memos, dents find them enjoyable because they offer
Colston Hall 337; ext. 5353
bu..<;iness letters--that they will be called upon to increased opportunities for the self-expression
do in their chosen careers.
of writing in a smaller class setting.
ferrazzano@nyc.rr.com
Recognizing the necessity for students to
How do you know that a course is Writing
Kbaled Furani
write well, the Board of Trustees of the City " Intensive? When- you register, look for a "W"
UnivetSity of New York in 1998 mandated that • after the section number. Also, aJI of the Writing
Writing Center; Biology
each CUNY campus establish a WAC program. Intensive courses are listed on a separate page in
Philosophy Hall, Lower Level;
Not coincidentally, about the same rime, the the Schedule of Courses booklet that you get
Ext.5279
CUNY Proficiency Exam . (CPE) was being during registration. If you cannot find a Writing
furanikh@Pilot.msu
.edu
developed, and as the various colleges began to Intensive course, ask the professor who counsels
establish their WAC programs, faculty and you during registration to help you find one.
Gabriella Morvay
administrators were well aware that by emphaThe Writing Fellows and
Modem Languages; Nursing
sizing writing across the curriculum, they would
• the Writing· Center
Colston Hall207; ex't. 5634
be helping their students to meet the challenge
Working with the WAC Coordinators are
gabikamor@yahoo.com
of the new exam.
students from the City Univ ersity Graduate
Sophie Saint-Just
WAC and the CPE
Center. While these young people work on their
At this point, you are probably · thinking, advanced degrees (usually Ph.D.s), they are also
Communications; Education & Reading 1 ·
••aut what is the CPE? I've heard that it's a helping out ·the faculty at various colleges by
Colston Hall 408A ext. 5449
:
humungous test that have to pass in order ro conducting workshops and consulting with
sofla<srnaracudja@yahoo.com
1
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Mike Mussina stood on the mound. Yankee
dominance over the Boston Red Sox was ever.enL From 1918, the last year the Red Sox
won the whole thing, to 2001, Boston fans have been
waiting and anticipating for a team to celebrate. On this
day, however, standing seven games out of a playoff position, they were just looking for a base runner. A ba.~ nmner that symbolized a chance for the Sox not to be oompletely embarrassed by the three-time defending-champion Yankees. They had already been beaten in the two
games prior to lhis one in their home ballpark, afterbullpen failures. With the glaring reality that they would
spend another season out of the playoffil, the Red Sox
were just trying to save face in front of their home crowd.
On the other hand, the man pitching was just looking for
three more outs. Three more outs that would cement au
already solid season, and, more importantly, assure himself a spot in baseball hlstocy. On lhis night Mike Mussina
was going for a perfect game, a feat that occurs very rarely
in baseball, and is the most difficult ob6tacle for a pitcher
to overcome. In my lifetime I bad already witnessed two
other perfect games from beginning to end, but each one
is is separate and holds special significance. The New
York Yankees is my favorite team in sports, and without
the intent to soomd blasphemous, is almost a religion to
me. On the night in question 1 remember I had a few
mends over, but as that ninth inning started it was as if
they did not exist. I was filled with many emotions ranging from anxiety to excitement. AI that moment it was the
most important event going on in my life. The date was
September 2, 200 I.
It was minutes to nine when as I was searching for
something to watch, and I landed oo channel four. I almost
turned off the channel before I realized what I was actually witnessing. It was one of the Twin Towers, with smoke
bellowing out of the structure. I immediately turned up
the volume to see what exactly had taken place. If it had
not been for the fact that I had chosen to miss my morning clsss due 10 Jaclc of sfeep, 1 woufd not have been home
to ,-u,w the start of one of the moot tragic days in wodd
MIDI)'. At the onset of the caverage, reporters seemed to
be just as confused as I was. They bad no idea what
caused the damage to the tower, and as a result speculated that it could have been anything from a plane to a missile. Seeing the smoke pour out of the tower, I was concerned for the well-being of the people oo the floors that
the object had come in cantact with. My concern turned
into shoelc and terror wben out of the right of the screen a
commen:ial-.;ized plane plowed into the second tower,
causing a huge explosion. Moments after the second
tower was struck, my brain quickly relayed to me that this
was no aocident. However, every other fiber of my being
wanted to di~t that thoughL Minutes later reporters
confinned that it was in fact a plane that crashed into the
first tower. 1De only emotion that was possible for me to
feel was one of shock. This was easily not only the most
important event going on in my life, but many othen!. The
date was September II. 2001.
As the ninth inning began in Fenway Park, the
crowd was very somber, as if they were stwmed by the
way Mussina bad dominated their team. To me, the environment in my apartment was quite the same. Although
there were people talking louder than oecessary and music
playing in tbe same fashion, it was as if I bad runnel
vision. Nothing else mattered at this point in time, and
intemJptioos via the phooe or doorbell angered me as if
activities taking place miles away could throw oft" the concentration of Mussina. When it comes to the sports teams
I follow, I am superstitious to a fault, and tonight was no
dift"erent. For the past couple innings I was sitting on a
certain point on my bed, in a certain position. If for some
reason I was forced to get up, it was important for me to
find that same spot on the bed and sit in that same position. My door was closed, not aU the way, but close
enough so that no sane human being could tell the differ'en<:e. At this point, however, I was not sane and if anyone
enter'ed or exited the room. it was important for me get up
and return the door to its prior slate. This upset me
because then I would have to fmd that certain spot on the
bed once again. As I stated earlier, 1 was oblivious to the
music playing. but recognized when the volume was
turned up or down, and quickly set it back to previous
level. The stage was set, not only in Fenway Park, but also
in my room. A Red Sox bauer, whose name escapes me,
stepped into the batter's box to start the inning. Mussina
the
was well over n
miles

Building. the White House, the Statue ofLiberty; I had no
choice but to change the chUlDel so 1 could keep my sanity. The dilemma was, there was no escaping the covera fantastic play to record the first out of the inning. For the age. On several occasions I physically felt sick and had to
two seconds it took the play to develop, my heart stopped. place my· garbage can in front of me. It became apparent
I didn't remember the last time 1 was this nervous. Tbe that this was a seriously tragic day wben a plane carrying
date was September 2, 2001.
people crashing outside Pittsburgh is considered a relief.
Now frozen in a state of shock, the only lhing that Souls were lost on that flight, but because of a few cowuallowed me to blink for a second was the ringing of the geous people, the plane didn't end up in the side of the
pbone. It was my mother on the line asking ifl was aware White House. While a news reporter interviewed a worof what was going on. I replied, ~Yes." Sbe proceeded to ried onlooker, the scene in the background went from horask if they had reponed if the planes were commercial rible to catastrophlc. The second tower that was struck
flights or not. I mumbled, no, confused why her ftrSt con- suddenly collapsed. Horrible clouds of dust quickly filled
cern was one that at this moment seemed somewhat aroi- the streets of downtown Manhattan. Tbe only thing I
trary. I then quickly remembered that my aunt bad left on could compare it to was the e><plosion of a nuclear
a United flight that took off earlier that morning. I told beT weapon. Before people at ground zero .o r people at home
tbat at this point the reporter.> were somewhat baffled by oould reoover, or even pray that at least one tower would
tbe whole situation aod were unaware of such specifics. 1 be left, the twin tower-s were no more. Down came the
then said I would get back to ber as more information second tower, and with it also fell America's "age of innocame in. No sooner had I hung up that I heard yet anoth- cence." One other change came with the descent of the
er plane plowed into the Pentagon. This bad quickly trans- second tower. My emotional state went from shoclc to
fanned from a regular morning to one of life-changing anger. A rage brewed inside me that could not be
importance. To lldd to the already mounting drama was matched, and I wanted revenge. Whoever did lhis must be
the outside possibility that my aunt could possibly be on held a<X:oomtable for his actions. In other words, they may
one of those fallen planes. After already having had three have won the battle, but we will win the war. The date
planes crash into major American laodmarlcs, I was fearwas September II, 2001.
ful it was imminent more terrorist acts would follow. It is
Oo the two days of September 2nd and September
easy to say that I had never been this scared and nervous II th of the year 200 I, it is safe to say that I ran the gamut
the emotional gambiL 'IWo events that, at their lime of
in my life. The date was September II, 2001.
After Muss ina retired the second batter of the inning ocx:UJTeDce, were singular in their importance to me. Two
oo strikes, the already ombearable tension grew to new events that were able to sparl< similar emotional responsheights. The PA announcer in Fenway echoed, "Now es. However, these two events were at opposite ends of
pinch hitting, hitting, rutting. for the Boston Red Sox, the spectrum. Names like Carl Everett and Mike Mussina
Sox, Sox Carl Everett, Everett. Everett." Carl Everett was on September 2nd were the only names I could think of.
a very dangerous hitter who was 5Cheduled to bave the Now the names that remain constant on my mind are that
night off, but in this last-chance situation wa... called upon of George Bush and Osama bin Laden. The playing of a
to save the day. Every Boston fan in Fenway cheered, baseball pme seems trivial wben put into the same coowhile evecy Yankee fan cringed at the sight of Mr. Everett. text as a co..mtry on the brink of war. They canoeUcd a
The battle lines were drawn; the batter "teppcd to the whole week of ~all. 1 di4rl't care. 1 love 1he New
plate, Mussina pitched, SWING AND A MISS. STIUKS York_Y~ce&. but a team I love even ~M!i'ti/
ONE! Now it was the Boston fans who cringed and 'the wilf argue uotflllurve no voioe to defimd the YiiiiCes. t
I will fight until I have no life to defend my country. As
Yankee fans who cheered. Once again Mussina dealt FOULED STRAIGHT BACK, STRIKE TWO! Yankee baseball nears the playoffs, I don't tlnd myselfconoemed
flms cringed knowing he just missed it; Bostoo fans witb home-field advantage; I am concerned with military
cheered, realizing the same. No balls and two strikes, advantage. I don't care if other people support my baseball
Mussina had to elated with that. Once again all stood team; I care if other nations support lhis country. I didn't
ready. Mussina on the mound, Everett at the plate, fans at vote for Bush; I don't agree with most of his policies, but
the stadium and I in that same position on the bed. I stand behind him 100%. Tonight as I listened to his State
Mussioa dealt, HIT INTO LEFT FIELD! There suddenly of the Union address, he used a line to describe this counwas a moment of silence that seemed to include everyone try that interestingly enough also describes the Yankees
in the world. The ball stayed in the air for a longer time over the last three years. •we wiU not tire; we will not falthan seemed humanly possible. When it finally dropped, it ter; we will not fail ." It is statements like lhis that give me
came to rest in between the left and center fielders for a confidence that Ibis country will prevail. The date is
hiL Tbe perfect game wa.~ not to be, and I sat in shock. I September 20, 200 I.
stayed in the same position I had been in for mostr;;.of;;..;;th.;;;e;__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...,
night, for roughly two to three more minutes hoping that it would belp to reverse the outeome. My
shock twned into anger, saying out loud who the
hell is Carl Everett to break up history. I watched
the Red Sox congratulate Me. Everett as he came
back to the dugout, and aU I felt was contempt for
the whole team. Tbe game still wasn't over, but
now the outcome seemed mute. I went on to say
to my mend later that night, "So what, tbey broke
up the perfect game, but we still won. Plus, we
are going to the playoffs and they have to sit and
watch us.• What an ""tremejob of rationalization
that was. Almost a feeling of ''they won the battle, but we won the war." The date was
Septeinber 2, 2001.
Between several reports from news affili- For"""" a.n 150,...,.. 'Tile Q1v ~or New 't'bfk'- t..1
ates and calls placed by my flunily and me to • . . . , . . ~....,.qlpllfturllly and acadalllc .... ~
United Airlines, we were able to decipher that my -..... ~ IIIIIDrllle ,_.... fnlm Ira Genlhwln 10 Colin
aunt was not oo any of tbe planes that were PoweU to efght Mobel Prize winner.. Add yours.e# to
hijacked. In retrospect. I would compare that th& !lat . From qlne.ihg lll'd ~arid~ to
moment to the eye of a hurricane. The faet was
sdllnC& and the lb.lnlf ana. cny co~ege ia hi Plllb 10 env
there had already been vast destruction done to
care., _.y «.-n. lliU li'QUI" dre_.1D h nut '-a~ · Ill aty.
the country, but the worse was still on its way.
One thing that ~ined a constant for me ·PE~ HOUSE
• ._
- ,
- !i
throughout most of the day was my state of
shock. It may sound cliched, but the events of
that day played out like a movie. Alii needed was
, _ • , _ , SlfMt
a tall pe.-..on sitting in front of me and the experi~few Y•lll. NY 1CIID~
ence would have been complete. My mind was
212 11110 . beginning to wander to landmarks that could poshour, it seemed to be moving slower- than the Cross-Bronx

during rush hour. Wben the pitch finally arrived, the batter hit a shot to first base. The first baseman dived 10 Dlllke
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A THIN LINE

By Erik Ramao

e have reached a time of prosperity when it comes to racism
and stereotyping in this COWltry. We live under one united beacon of
fnocdom that holds everyone equal.
n::gardl- of race or outward appearance.
The Civil
Rights Movement and
Affirmative Action have rendered stereo·
typing obsolete. Long gone arc slavery,
Jim Crow laws, and separate drinking
fountai"". The authors of that type of language: om: the swnc pc:oplc who have never
awakened a day in their lives having 10
deal with degrading stereotypes that the
majority of this country deals with on a
daily basis. The stereotyping of current
times is not of the external ~ vicious variety, but rathe<" of the internal, cloak-anddagger rype. It is one that is very much
inbred into people's psyche, to the point
that they do not believe that what they
may be doing or saying could possibly be
hurtful to o.nothc:r human being. This is
the type of stereotyping that Judith Cofer
discu.'ISes in her essay, '"The Myth of the
Latin Woman." Cofer does a great job of
pointing out that although we have oomc a
long way, we arc not close to where we
need to be as " society. Inste-Ad of remarl<inH on how far wt:: have come. we need to
focus on bow far \Ve need to go. We need
to realize that we have much work ahead
of us to eliminate all stereotypes, and the
battle stans from within.
All Irish are diUI1ks; all black people
ha\'e mytlun; all homosexuals can dress.
These stereotypes are widely accepted.
and are at the root of me problem . The
problem with thc:sc stal<ml<mt. is moot
people do not look at them as negative.
We all are guilty of making stOJement<
like these. Television sitcom writers use
them on their shows foT our cntcnairuncnt.
Ev= the people within the groups that arc
stcrc:otypcd usc them. The problem st>u1s
with the belief that not all stereotypes are
necessarily negative. ..All hon\osexuals
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HA! Comedy Club
369 \.VEST 46TH STREET. BETWEEN RTH & 9TH
COVER CHARGE. S15 00 -STUDENT DISCOUNT 50% OFF
2-0F<.INK k·11NIIIi\Ur,,.1

hat to do on a Friday night
for fewer than 20 bucks?
HA! Comedy Club is the
place. In its quaint midtown location
you will find an array of comedians,
ranging from hilarious to, at the very

W

'1n\nhnum,. &.o.d\fferent."•
WT!en you f""ll'St walk

in the door
you are greeted by the eccentric hostess and sometimes even Anthony (the
big dude who owns the place). HA!
has a great performance room on the
second floor which seats 68 people
comfortably in row seating with a nice
bar adjacent to the room. The downstairs consists of the second performance room, which seats approximately
60 people at small, candle-lit tables
with the main bar serving anything
from $4.00 waters to $10.00 cocktails
(and some decent strawberry margaritas).

The host, Eric Ingram, was really
great at entertaining and jump-starting
the audience. He brought a bit of the
street flavor to the show. Brett Alan
def"mitely knew how to set off the
night with his off-the-wall, mainstream set. Comedians like Jason
Goode and Jimmy Failla are the elements that make the HA! Friday night

a good place to start. These guys
know how to make your cheeks hurt
with their hip, fresh, ..you know what
I'm talking about" styles. If you can
picture George Costanza performing
stand-up, then you will definitely
enjoy the antics of Jeff Becker, who
brings a Seinf"eJdish quality to the
show. To close out the night, Jeffrey
Diner enlightened our comedic awareness with his great accents and wonderful world humor. Add all this and
a two-drink minimum and you have
the beginnings of a fun, cheap Friday
night.
Though the comedians were very
different in style to one another, the
show in general lacks the diversity
required to establish the foundation
for "hilarious" status. I would like to
visit HA! on a Saturday night to see if
they bring to the audience a more ethnically diverse line-up but, with the
exception of the two hecklers in the
front row, a good time was had by all .
If you would like more information about HA! Comedy Club, visit
their
website
at
www.hacomedynyc.com.
-By Rosa Gaston
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can <h'ns."* The basic thinking is haw can

a statement like that be negative? The fact
is that anytime you attach a certain quality within an entire group of pc:ople, that is
a stereotype, and all stereotypes ""' negative. Other people use the lOgic that "it's
just a joke, and it•s nor hurting anybody.'"
While at fin;t glance this seems like a true
statement. it is flawed . Stereotypes are
like loose floorboards; on the surface they
seem bannless; however, they can lead to
dang<:r. All prejudice and racism CIIIl ~
traced block to stereotypes.
Jn Cof~s essay, she immediarely
gc;ts into a personal experience that is
designed to effectively let the reader know
what angle and tone this piece of writing
will be tltking. Cofer, of Hispanic descent,
while on .. bus in England, has a young
man, clearly inebriated, get down on
bcnded knee and sing the song "Maria"
ftum the movie We.,•t Side Story. After he
fonishcs, the other passengers on the bus
give the young man a light round of
applause, and Cofer shoots him a half
smile. Cofer, externally was practicing
11
rcscrve and cool._" but internally was less
than thrilled with the situation. Granted,
an on-looker would be hard pressed to
fond fault with the young man, trying desperately to gain Cofer's attention. Even I,
as a reader, at fi.-.t could not see Cofer's
qualms with the situation. The offen.•e in
this instance wa.<o the young man's thought
that just because Cofe< re~mblcd a char·
actcr fi"om Wt>St Side Srory, that she would
automatically respond to the song. Even
realizing what the situation is. it remains
difficult to distinguish the line between
foul and a man who had hood too much to
drink, trying an original way to draw me
attention of a young lady. Later on in the
essay, Cofer recalls another example of a
drunk man calling her Evita, then reciting
"Don't Cry for Me Argentina," and a
changed version of "'La Bamba}' This situation was a far more blatant instance of
stereotyping than the first, but involved a
far drunker man than the first. The importance of both examples is that these men

had no idea they were offending anyone,
hut thought of their performances as ones
of entertainment. The facl is that society
docs also, and may neve< look at these
type.; of slereotypes a~ negative, making
change inl(lO"Sible.
In the essay, Cofer docs a great job
of using topics, which we can all relate to.
in order to further get her point across.
One very imponanr example of thLc; is
clothing.
Most Americans consider clothing
as an extension of their First Amendment
rights, and a way to express themselves. In
"The Myth of the Latin Woman,h Cofer
tfu!cusscs tbc way most Puerto Ricans
dress. US<>ally it is in colorful. low-cut
dres<es- In this oountry, however, to dress
in that fashion leads people to believe that
she is a "hot tamale," or a 11 scxual firebrand." Cofer learned early on that
American vie\o\'S of Latin women held little reality, when a yoWig man made the
statement ""I thought you Latin girls were
supposed to mature early.·· The root of the
problem is that Americans, fur the most
part, arc unaware of certain realities. This.
however, is not the main ooncem~ ir is the
fact lhat they are unwilling to learn. They
could care le~~ that Latin women dress in
bright color.; to fit in with the great array
of colors on the i•land tbcy grew up on.
They do not want to concern them:o.elves
with details like how the women wear
low-eut dresses because of the heat in a
place like Puerto Rico. When a young
black man walks the street late at night,
wearing baggy clothing and a bat. many
citi:r.ens and law-enfotccmenL officials
look at him a< a po,;sible criminaL In this
oountry, we call thai racial profiling, and
I he majority of pc:oplc feel it is a horrible
plliCticc. Somehow. the same principal
fails to cross over in all situations.
The main question is. \\<here is the
line drawn between a stereotypical statement. and picking apart <Omethlng to find
a ·negative conduc:ta\1on'! 1 bc1i~ that
Cofer threads very thinly between the line
throughout this essay_ Is then: stcrcutyp·
ing in this country'? Of co.m;e there is.
HOWt!\'CT, 1 also bclic\re that America has
become too politically correct. If you say
anything concerning a minority group,
you are leaving yourself open for criticism. Never mind if it happens to be the
ttuth. The young man on the bus was try·
ing to get her attention, and did so. I
believe raking that act as offence is an
extreme picking apar! of the siluatio.a. If
you place other Latin women Ln the same
situation, they would probably not fmd
fault_ Who knows? Maybe that is part of
the problem _ The singing of the older
drunken man later in the story was deliDirely offensive. However, do the comments of a drunken man warrant outrage.
\\' hc;n compared to more extreme nteial
slurs? \Yhcn it comes to sexual advances,
Latin women have it difficulr. Taken
under a broader stroke, all women have it
difftcult in a COWitry that is obscss.cd with
sex. If a young. attractive woman goes.
nut with a low-cut dress, she will be hard
presse<l to walk a block without gening
haraJ;sed, no m10Uer if she is Latin, Black,
Chinese, or White. The last thing I want to
do is downgrnde the importance of what
Cofer is saying in the essay. However. the
"myth"' of the Larin woman is in a sense a
small ven.ion of the myth of all races. To
stop stereotypin:.;, there will have to be
many open forums, dealing with touchy
situations_ The last thing you want to do is
Stille somcone's voice. because he or she
is afraid they are going to offend some-

body.
Cofer's essay raises many imponant
problems. It also ea~es other problems_
The line between stopping stereotyping
and speaking the truth is one that we arc
going to have to distinguish if we ever
hope: to solve this problem _

WAC Student Writer, English 12
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Let Your Voice Heard:
Contribute to
The Communicator
We welcome stories from BCC students, faculty
and staff, as well as story ideas and submissions.
If your club or organization has an annou1_1cement
that should be placed in The Communicator, please
forward it to us also.
The insertion deadline for the December issue is
Monday, November 17. Insertion dates for the four
spring 2004 semester issues are .January 19 (for
February), February 17 (for March), March 22 (for
April) and April 12 (for May). Please note that the
deadlines must be enforced to ensure that the newspaper is availble in a timely manner for the entire
BCC community.
All submissions should be delivered in one of two
ways: (1) by email to communicator@bcc.cuny.edu,
or deliver the file in "Word" on a floppy disk to
Colston 605. (You can also deliver it to Andrew
Rowan in Colston 612.)
The Communicator reserves the right to decline
the publication of submissions deemed inappropriate
by its editorial board.

e're saving

!' • •• ~ )- •.

a place for yo.

• 30 Bachelor and Master Degree Programs
• Transfer Scholarships and
Financial Aid op.portunities
• Liberal transfer of credits
•Internship Opportunities
• Athletics, Clubs, Organizations
Take advantage of:
• On-the-spot credit evaluation
• Financial Aid Counseling
• Campus Tours

Kevin F: Russo., Esq.,
Attorney at Law,
Dominican College Graduate
'" A first rat e co l lege environment where academic
a chievement fs stressed as an im port ant goal. ..

DOMINICAN
()alleg-e

Oayi EwenlliO Programs
ACCEL ( ACCELerated Ewe11lng Program)
Weot!!kend Collete (ewery 3'" w~ke11d)

.

4 70 Western Highway, Orangeburg, N Y 109&2

Graduate hograms

Work days and finish y·o ur degree with Dominican's evening programs.

www.dc.etlu (866) 40C-INFO
E-mail: admlsslon.s Odc.edu
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BCC
Professor
Finds a Need to Save Kids
from a Seeming Rise in
Youth V i o l e n c e

IO, 2003

ATTENTI-O .N STUDENTS!

You have an opportunity to participate in an essay contest sponsored by
the Bronx Community College Center for Teaching Excellence. There will be
three winners, each to receive a set of six books written by authors who have
spoken at BCC.
Prizes will be presented by our guest author, Edgardo Vega Yunque, who
Growing incidents of youth violence pervade
will
be speaking about his new novel, No Matter How Much You Promise to
the nation.

oinciding with newly released images of the two Cook or Pdy the Rent You Blew It Cauze Bill Bailey A in~ Never Coming .Nome
Columbine shooters on a weapons-practice tearing
gain. The author will speak from !"0:30 a .m. to 11:30 a.m. in the Gould
through a s now-filled Colorado woods with modiMemoriafJ..Hmiry .A uditorium on Thursday, Nov. 20. The three winners will
fied rifles, recent headlines in the nation's news include the
arrest of a North Carolina student charged with planning to also he guests· at-.a -gala-lunch and reception following the reading.
Part of ~e novel concerns protagonist Vidamia's search for the biologiplot a school bomb, and the deaths of two students in yet
another school . shooting, this time m Minnesota cal father she .has never s~en; but, more .importantly, she is a young person
(Associated Press)
searcping for herself, defining ·her own identity according to 'her family and
Since the start of the school year, eighteen deaths have th~ society at· l~ge. .
. '
..
.
..
. ,.
been reported in or near schools nationwide (USA Today).
That number has grown in the past two years , but accord·-Analyze '' the selected chapter, "Identity," from Yunque's novel.
ing to federal crime statistics, kids are still safer in school Given. th~ .cont~ni qfthis chapter,. di~cuss the following: ·
than out.
In New Jersey, gang-related killings have spawned a 1) Vidamia 's understanding of herself.
task force and spurred· a statewide effort to combat the
2) Her relationship with her mother and step-father, her ethnic background,
influence a nd growth of violent street gangs (Th e New York
Tim es ). N ew Jersey Senator Nia Gill said, "We nee d to beat and her identity as an American.
them, a nd beat th e m soon , or they a re going to keep grow3) Relate or compare this to your own sense of identity and the factors that
ing a nd getting stronger until they eventually beat us."
Meanwhile in Queens, a recent clas h involving two have shaped it.
warri ng gangs has led to the a rres t of a teenager in the
Requirements:
death of photojournalist Mizanor Rahman , who found himself w a lking into a street brawl as he was leaving the sub- 1) The essay must be 350- 500 words m length, double-spaced, and typed
w ay (Da ily News). He died on th e scene, from injuries out onto 8" x 11" paper. Use a 12-point font.
inflicte d by bea tin gs. " I didn ' t have inte ntion s to hurt or
kill a nybo dy, jus t to have a fa ir fi g ht ," th e teen defendant 2) Submit your essay to your instructor at the time he or she designates. He
sa id in co urt.

C

or she will forward no more than three of the best essays to the contest comJl'iHi~~ _t;;.:_the. d,ead • line ~f Nov: :;. The committee will decide on the three
every five hi gh sc hool s tud ent owns a gu n. A chi ld is
b
est essays overall.
twe lve tim e' more likely to die by gu nfire in the US than
S t a ti s ti cs o n

v iolence p~ipt t o .. it& itv,p a<;t .Pn th~

nation's youth s. According

(p , recent . s tudies, o ne out qF

in the next 25 largest industriali zed countries combined. Of
the 1noncy spe nt on curb in g vio lence . 94 percent is spent ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
o n correction wit h on ly four perce nt directed to prcvcnl io n .

"Vio lence is a fact in our society," says BCC's own
Professo r E li F le urant. "A violent soc iety breeds violent
children. To tak e responsibility, we need to focus on prevention and mediation techniques."
Local and national youth programs have been established, comm itted to the safety and well being of the
nation 's children. "Students Against Violence and for
Education" (SAVE) is one such program. As founder/chairperson, Professor Fleurant describes SAVE as a non-profit
organization and "a collaborative of college professors,
students, and teachers, with the goal of promoting preventive techniques through education. We will be working
with two major leaders in the educational field, "Lions
Quest" a nd "Voyager," the sponsors of SAVE 's life skills
training ·a nd after school literacy programs."
"SAVE originated two years ago, with a group ofBCC
professors and students who felt compelled to contribute to
the betterment of the nation's schools, especially in urban
,,_
areas."
Along with Professor Fluerant, SAVE's Board of · ''~ *-fer to st. lohn'~~o and see hen¥· wortd-dass .cadl!'mics and can~er ·PJ~atlon makl!'. our
graduates first-round draft pi!:ks ror·cormpanfes a round the- globe. -Each yea.r, more than 250 major
Directors includes BCC professors Monte Gray, Linda
firms fn liirtuall'y every fiel d recruit St. John·s graduates. No wonder. Our three residential New
Wa s hin g ton , Miguel Perdomo, a nd Feli z Mendoza.
York campuses offer nearty 100 majo.-s, high-1ll!!ch adllties a nd r-e nowned pt"Ofessors. St. John's
Uni~·ersity also offers flexi bl<! tramfer cred"ft po~lr.ies.. transfer sr.ho;>larshlps and other servic.es
Members of th e board ha ve spent yea rs working towa rds
di!'Sig:ne-d especially for you .
·
reducing vio le nce a mon g urban you th . Professor F leu ra nt's
own philosophy o f Diaphanism is one that promotes nonGet «:)m.,.tittve.
v iole nce.
Call·1-88iHi~1-13 'S.5 (wl•c.t op·t lon 2) or visit w -.stjottn_.... •du. •
.--1 sympilsium 011 SAl 'E Jt•i/1 be held 011 Decem her 1-1.
Anyone interested in attending call coulacl Prt~{e!·•.wn·
Fleura111 hy e-mail at diapho3caaol.com.
'\

--------------------~----------------·--------
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College Senate Policy on Academic Integrity
I. Introduction
acuity members at Bronx Community College
believe ftiat developing students' abilities to
think through issue and problems by themselves
is cebtral to the educational process. Since academic
integrity is vital to BCC as an institution of learning,
faculty members will make every effort to uphold this
"Policy on Academic Integrity" (hereinafter the
"Policy'). Faculty will act in accordance with this
Policy and all other University policies and applicable
bylaws.
II. Definition~
The two most common violations of academic
integrity are cheating and plagiarism.
A.Cbeadng
Cheating is defined as a) taking or giving help on
a test; b) using unauthorized books, papers, notes or
unauthorized pre-prepared materials during an examination; c) passing off another person's worlc as one's
own in the case of projects, papers, portfolios, lab
reports; or d) falsifYing reports that clinical procedures
were completed, and fabricating data. such as vital
signs, lab reports, etc.
Examples of cheating include, but are not limited
to, the following:
I. Copying an examination or assignment that will
be submitted as an individual's own work;
2. Procuring and distributing answers to examinations in advance;
3. Using answers on examinations that have been
obtained in advance;
4. Unauthori2ed collaboration on work submitted

F

as one's own;

5. Having another person take an examination or
write a paper that will he submitted as one's own;
6. Submitting work which has been previously or
is currently being used in another course without the
knowledge or consent of the instructor.
B. Plagiarism
Plagiarism is a form of academic dishonesty
which occurs when individuals attempt to present as
their own, ideas or statementS that have come from
another source. Examples of plagiarism include, but
are not limited to, the following:
I. Failing to acknowledge (give a citation for) the

ideas of another person, whether or not such ideas are . ures consistent "with the CAS Codification in cases of
paraphrased;
academic violations and by reference to Article 15 of
2. Attempting to rewrite borrowed material by the bylaws in cases of disciplinary violations. (See also
simply dropping a word here and there, substituting a Student Rights, below.)
few words for others, or moving around words or senC. Allegations of cheating or plagiarism if proven,
may result in disciplinary action pursuant to Article 15
tences;
3. Failing to place quotation marks around bor- of the bylaws, with penalty ranging from failure in the
rowed material in the approved style. It is no defense course to dismissal from the college.
to claim that one has "forgotten" to do so; and/or
III. Student Responsibilities
4. Presenting as one's own ,work a paper or comA. All students' worlc shall be the result oi' tlleir
puter program prepared by another person, whether by own efforts unless teamwork or other collaborative
another student, friend, or family member, or by a busi- efforts are being clearly encouraged by the instructor.
ness that sells such papers or programs to students.
B. Students arc required to appropriately identifY
direct quotations and paraphrased opinions, ideas, and
Ill. Faculty Responsibilities
A. Allegations of cheating may be referred to the · data when they are incorporated into the writing of
Vice President of Student Development (the "VPSD') papers examinations, class projects, etc.
to be handled under the student Disciplinary
C. Students shall follow the directions of the
Procedures in Article 15 of the Bylaws of the City course instructor or course proctor regarding permissiUniversity of New Yorlc, as amended by the Board of ble materials in the classroom at the time of examinaTrustees on February 24, 1992 (the "bylaws').
tions.
B . Allegations of plagiarism· may be referred to
D. No student shall give or receive any assistance
the VP of Academic Affairs (the "VPAA') to determine or communicate in any way with another student while
whether the matter involves an academic question or a an examination is in progress.
disciplinary matter. If the VPAA determines that the
K. No student shall attempt to obtain or dissemimatter is academic, the college's regular procedures in nate the content of any examination prior to its distriterms of grading and appeals, as contained in the Com- bution.
mittee on Academic Standing's Codification dated May
F. No student shall submit the same work to more
16, 1996 (the "CAS Codification'), shall be followed. than one instructor without the prior approval of the
If the VPAA determines that the matter is disciplinary, course instructor.
then it shall he handled as a disciplinary violation in
G. All students are expected to help insure acaaccordance with Article 15 of the bylaws.
demic integrity. Students should inform the professor if
The VPAA and the VPSD will keep a record of they suspect cheating or plagiarism. Student assistance
any reported incident completely separate from the stu- in .t his matter is confidential.
dent's other college records. Only the VPAA shall have
V. Student Rights and Appeals
access to records concerning academic violations, but
In cases in which the matter is treated as an acas/he may supply them to the VPSD or the Student demic violation, the College's regular procedures in
Disciplinary Committee when and if it is appropriate to terms of grading and appeals, as contained in the CAS
do so. Records concerning a student's academic Codification, should be followed.
integrity shall be destroyed six years after an individual
In cases in which the matter is referred to the Vice
student's graduation or other separation from the President of Student Development to be treated as a
COllege. If the VPAA sees a pattern of reports ai>Ejut'·a- disciplmldy-viotation; -~cle 15 of the bylaws fully
particular student, the VPSD·Will ·be oobSulted 'and the describes the"student's rights. ·
faculty member informed so that the seriousness of the
problem is addressed by further grade penalties, disciplinary action, appropriate counseling or other meas-

A Life of .. Firsts•• -- Celebrating Althea Gibson
(1927-2003)
erhaps it is because I am such a mediocre
athlete that I love sports so much. I
admire how world-class athletes coax
(and muscle) their bodies into doing things that
are so spectacular yet, perhaps, so routine to
them. Growing up in the South, football was
king. Basketball was not far behind, and baseball was also in the picture. So -- I" am not sure
how I also came to love tennis so much.
I do know that my love for the game came
after the heyday of Althea Gibson,_and I never
had the thrill of watching her in person, or even
live on television. Like so many of us, I have
had to settle for film clips and documentaries.
And now that I have just learned of her death, I
am saddened that I did not know her game more
intimately. This melancholy will pass, for it is a
bit selfish of me. Now is the time to reflect on
her re'!larkable career, and to celebrate a woman
(a Negro woman as she was referred to in her
heyday) who not only broke racial barriers
worldwide, but who was one formidable player.
The first black woman to compete in and
win Wimbledon and the US Nationals championships (now the US Open), Gibson demonstrated on a worldwide stage that there are no
black sports and no white sports, just people
who would be champions. Her accomplish-

P

ments in the 1950s were much like Tiger Woods'
today. In fact, after her tennis career, she was
the first black woman on the Ladies'
Professional Golf Association (LPGA) tour.
She even played for a short while :with the
Harlem Globetrotters. · None of these other feats,
however, eclipses what this "rough-hewn product of Harlem, a chronic truant and an eightgrade dropout," according to her official website, did on the tennis court. "She won 56 [ten1
nis] tournaments, including five Grand Slam
singles titles: the United States Nationals and
Wimbledon twice, in 1957 and 1958, and the
French championship [one that she had forgone
earlier in her career] in 1956.
It is not an exaggeration to say that Serena
and Venus Williams compete on a stage that
Gibson erected. It is not only blacks, however,
for whom Gibson was a role model. After learning in the early 1990s that this proud champion
was nearly destitute, tennis lovers of all colors
held fundraisers for her, and many others sent
donations from their own pocRets. One of the
most notable of the latter came from a topranked white South African player, Mariann de
Swardt. Along with her financial gift, she
included a note that read, reports the Associated
Press, "I focused on your game when I learned

how to play, and I wanted to thank you." Lest
we forget, Gibson was not just a black tennis
champion, she was one of the best to ever play
the game.
Of her own accomplishments, Gibson
reflected, "I always wanted to be somebody. If
I made it, it's because I was game enough to take
a lot of punishment along the way and half
because there were a lot of people who cared
enough to help me" (Jone Johnson Lewis,
Women's Voices: Quotations by Women).
Althea Gibson -- born in South Carolina,
reared in Harlem, a woman in the vanguard of
sports, living a life-of firsts-- has left us with so
much to recall and so much to emulate. Pam
Haylin Hoffman, a friend and admirer, told the
Associated Press that Gibson "was a great
woman, who suffered from racism and yet
never, never became angry even though it had to
have hurt her a great deal. It's important for all
people who care about human dignity to salute
her and recognize her greatness."
To learn more about Althea GiBson, go to
her official website: www.altheagibson.com
-By Andrew Rowan
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The Studio Museu111 in Harle111
By Kimberly Watts

.

tion of both formed into what we call art. Since
it was a rainy day when I went I also had to
worry about my feet squeaking as well.
The artist whose work was on exhibit until
June 29, 2003 is Frederick J . Brown, who was
born in 1945 in Mississippi, and was raised in
Chicago, Illinois. The pamphlet calls Brown's
work "Portraits in Jazz, Blues, and Other Icons,"
which was inspired by different famous people
such as Martin Luther King Jr., Stagger Lee,
Geronimo, John Henry, Bessie Smith, Crazy
Horse, and B. B. King.
The pamphlet also says that Brown attended the University of Illinois where he majored in
architecture and took art courses. Brown, however, became distracted and his grades dropped.
He was forced to quit school. Later on, down
the line, after attending other schools, art lured
him away from his studies. Brown then decided
to take up painting fulltime. .
I was immediately drawn to Brown's work.
Maybe it's because his work seemed so lively.
He has 20 paintings on display. It seemed like
every painting had a specific message he wanted us to receive -- like one painting of a group of
men and women sitting at a table together,
That painting . was inspired by
The Studio Museum of Harlem is located in • reJotcmg.
the center of Harlem 's most famous SPea, 144 . Brown's trip to Europe, where every man,
West 125 Street. The trains that will take you to woman, and race were treated with equal
are the A, B, C, D, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. The buses respect.
The difference between the painting and
that go there are the M-2, M-7, M-10, M-100, M102, and the BX-15. As you can see, like many reality was that the painting was supposed to be
other areas in Harlem, there is easy access to the national, meaning Brown, like many of us,
museum.
wants men and women of all races to be equal.
When I first walked into The Studio This is one example of how Brown expresses
Museum of Harlem on a cold and wet April himself through his work. His messages are very
afternoon I wasn't sure if I had picked the right clear to the viewers.
place to write about. I had passed by the museDon't get me wrong, not all of Brown's
um many times throughout my twenty years of work sent out a message to me. For instance,
living a nd had never noticed it. It amazed me there was this one painting that was in black and
that I had to look for that building, considering I white. I still don't know what it symbolizes, and
thought I had the whole street memorized since there is a possibility that Brown didn't either
I grew up in the area. To my dismay I was com- because it was one of very few that had no
pletely wrong, and happy that I was.
description.
The Studio Museum of Harlem was a great
That one painting looked as if Brown just
place. I only wish I had more time to spend got a paintbrush with black paint, and one with
there. As you first walk in, you will see the gift white paint and just had a fight with the board,
shop straight ahead, which has books, maga- just black and white paint flying across each
zines, mugs, toys, pictures and T-shirts repre- other. As of right now I'm still trying to figure
senting the museum. The books and magazines what that means. I thought that maybe it was
basically talk about the history of the museum symbolic to the struggle Blacks and Whites had
and the different artists who have been there.
in the past and still do to some extent.
As you tum left a cashier greets you. If you
For the most part a lot of Brown's paintings
are an adult, you will pay seven dollars. If you were very colorful, which gave a representation
are a senior or a student you only have to pay of us as humans. Many of his paintings looked
three dollars . The cashier gives you a little pin like my neighborhood, very diverse with everythat shows security that you have paid and one getting along with each other, which is the
allows you to roam the museum freely.
way society is supposed to be. I think Brown is
There are two big doors you go through to sending out a positive message to his viewers,
see the exhibits. There are two floors of exhibits. hoping that they will take his message and run
Once you get in you must walk softly on the par- with it as far as we can, to make the world a betquet floors to keep from making so much noise ter place.
in the quiet room filled with concentrating
There was even a TV set up for Brown to
admirers , captured in the peaceful beauty of all show the viewer how he comes up with hi s ideas
cre eds and colors. It is a place where it is not and how he applies them in a way that we will
just love, and it is not just hate, but a combina- understand what he is getting at. He wants us to

he Studio Museum in Harlem in New
York City is one of Harlem; most shining
sites. Although many people sometimes
overlook the beauty and culture the museum
possesses, it still has something that attracts
many tourists who appreciate the art more than
the people of its community.
The Studio Museum in Harlem says a lot
about Harlem 's past and what looks to be its
future. When I first walked into the museum I
was expecting to see a lot of African art. Instead
I saw a lot of cultural art that represents different cultures. I saw pictures of Blacks, Whites,
Native Americans, and Latinos. That's the reason I said it looks like Harlem's future.
The Harlem that used to be a predominately Black section of Manhattan is now becoming
more diverse. As the houses and parks are being
fixed up, you see many people of different cultures moving in, mainly because it is a very convenient place to live. You have supermarkets
that are very close to each other, tiny bodegas on
every comer, buses on every avenue, and train
stations on every other avenue that are like two
stops from downtown Manhattan. This is very
appealing to many New Yorkers.

T

see his exact message. He doesn't want us to
interpret in the wrong way and not make anything useful out of it.
I think that Frederick J. Brown did a wonderful job expressing himself through his art. I
only wish I had discovered the museum sooner.
I can't wait to see the future exhibits the museum has to offer. I only hope it will be a good
experience then as well with the other artists.
The Studio Museum of Harlem is a wonderful place to visit. It's too bad that contributions are down and the museum isn ' t making a
lot of money, which may affect how long it
stays open. Many people may not realize that the
museum is there. For a long time I thought it
was an ordinary building with no special interest. The many different stores in that area are out
shining the museum. It's very unfortunate for
the people who are unaware of its existence. It is
a very good way to receive a cultural education,
in a fun way.

The History of The Studio Museum of
Harlem
The Studio Museum of Harlem is a cultural
museum designed to educate many people of
color. It focuses on different African American
artists who can bring something positive and
cultural to the community. The museum is located on West 125 Street in the center of Harlem,
where it will have a better chance of being recognized by the community,
The Studio Museum of Harlem wasn't
always in the center of Harlem. The pamphlet
says that the museum was located a few blocks
down on East 125 Street and Fifth Avenue when
it originally opened in 1968. The original location was just too small and not noticeable
enough. Everyone who visited the museum,
however, thought it to be wonderful.
Something about the museum had to have
been great because in 1979, the New York Bank
of Savings was gracious enough to donate the
60,000 square foot location they now have at
144 West 125 Street. After renovation the building was opened to the public in 1982.
The museum recently in 200 I completed
the first phase of its new renovation; with the
completion of a new lobby, pavilion, facade , and
entry court, in addition to repairs.
The next phase will expand 2,500 square
feet of new gallery space, which will allow the
museum to have a permanent collection. This
phase "will greatly enhance the Museum's ability to educate local and national audiences."
There will also be a I 00-seat auditorium, a cafe,
educational space, and additional archival
spaces. All of this is expected to be finished in
2004. The executive director is currently
Lowery Stokes Sims.
This article is the final installment in the
series " Professor Hattie Joe Mullins' Students
Continue to Take N e w York by Storm. "
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A Trip to Bear Mountain State Park
n July 25,2003 I got up very early in the
morning because it was the day I
planned to go to BEAR MOUNTAIN
STATE PARK. I live in Mount Vernon, and I do
not drive. So I had to take the Beeline bus number 7 all the way to Yonkers. From Yonkers , I
took the Metro North. Hudson Line train to
Peekskill, which cost me $7. There is no bus
serv ice from the train station to the park, so I
had to take a cab. That cost $25 one w ay, which
I think is ridiculous. So far I had spent $32,
without the bus t~trc . God' The things I do for
English II.
Before I went to Bear Mountain , I had borrowed from the library the book , Harriman
Trails . A Guide and History by William J.
Myles. just to get an idea of the place. In the
chapter " The Story of Bear Mountain." the
author explained how in March 1900 Theodore
Roosevelt backed a law recommending that a
pcnnancnt Interstate Park Commi ssion be given
power to acquire the Palisades land for recreational purposes. But in 1908, the Commission
on New Prisons made known plans to build a
new Sing Sing Prison at Bear Mountain. A lot of
people were not happy about that decision. One
of them , Mary Averell Harriman, wrote a letter
to Governor Charles Evan Hughes saying that
she would convey to New York State I 0,000
acres of land in Orange and Rockland Counties
for a state park, and give $1 ,000,000 in cash to
administer the park, provided that the State of
New York appropriate $2,500,000 for the Park
Commission to acquire lands and build roads.
She also asked that the state discontinue construction of a prison at Bear Mountain, and that,
as well, by January I , 191 0 a further $1 ,500,000
be raised by private subscription. Additionally,

O

she asked that the State of New Jersey appropriate such amount as the park commissioner
deemed to be its fair share.
So in March 1910 the New York Legislature
passed the necessary measures, and work began
at Bear Mountain in 1910 with the demolition of
the prison and the bui Iding of a dock for steamboat excursion traftic. Later on in 1915, Bear
Mountain Inn was built.
While I was in the cab, the cab driver
showed me the mountain, which was shaped
like a bear lying down . He also said that its
shape was the reason why they called it Bear
Mountain . When I got to the park the first thing
I saw was a big wooden house with flowers,
trees and plants around it, with two bronze bears
at the entrance . Later on, I learned from the lady
at the front desk that this house was the Bear
Mountain Inn. It is a hotel for people who want
to spend more than one day at the park. I asked
ifl could visit and I was allowed to walk around.
Almost every thing was made out of wood.
The room I liked the most was the big dining
room upstairs. After that I decided that I had
seen enough, so I went back downstairs.
Thinking that I wanted to stay overnight,
because I was asking her so many questions
about the hotel, the same receptionist also told
me that they have two more hotels: one named
Lakeside Lodges, situated by Hessian Lake
behind the trees, and another one named
Overlook Lodge for overnight stays only. She
was so nice and so willing to help out, that I did
not want to deceive her, so I told her that I was
going to stay at the Overlook Lodge. She gave
me some instructions about how to get there ,
and I walked away feeling a little ashamed of
myself, so I went wandering around.

ay Rose M charles-Pierre
The park is huge, with a lot of grass and
trees. It also has a humongous parking space. I
spent most of my time at the pool because it was
so hot. For a small fcc of $2 per adult you can
st ay there as long as you want.
Then, a couple of other people I did not
even know and I share d a rented rowboat. We
had fun going up and down the river. A lot of
people brought picnic baskets and were picnicking all over the grass. A lot of people brought
barbecue grills too. There were some people
who were even hiking up the mountain. I know
for sure that is not my kind of sport.
After I bought myself something to eat a t
the bar by the pool, I realized that I did not have
enough money to visit the zoo and the museum
and pay my fare back home. So I went back to
the pool and spent some more time there. Since
it was getting late and I had a long way to go, I
decided it was time for me to head back to my
house
I really enjoyed my visit to Bear Mountain.
It is a nice place to go and forget about stress,
school and all the annoying things in life. It is so
green with all the trees around. You just feel like
you are in direct contact with nature. I like the
feeling. Too bad I did not get to visit the zoo and
the museum.
If you are planning a trip to Bear Mountain
I recommend you drive there or have a friend
drive you there because I think the public transportation is way too expensive. I was so
annoyed when I gave the cab driver the other
$25 on my way back to the train station that I
left the flyers I took in the park in his cab.

8-thankfull for what you got ...
8-wlshfuU for those who hau not...

HI ways look toward toward a brand new day .. {
Yet remember to 8-thankfull for here and toda91-·
Done by Cesar Santos
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orne worms, tiny worins swann

falls in. There is no light to fall in

in the back of my head. They

today. For, I ha ve come to drop my
Economics II class a nd my CSI classes. Today is a funeral day for these
classes.
I have been told to " wait." It
was not the best moment to come here
and ask for an authori zation to drop
classes. The director of the department is very busy. Students move in

flow down to my nape and stagna te. Some buttertly - li~ e elements
flip in front o f my eyes. They hop
here and there, ~njoying to be chased
by m y s tare. The monotono us snoring
of the train happens in the dreamy
atmosphere around me. An engine is
seated right in my ears, inside them.
M y heart goes up and down, up and
down.

Today is school day. the first
day of school. The weather looks like
the first day of school. Dawn never
tore east. The' sun never blew its
morning rays. A whole stretch of
golden paths, of sparkling elements
never hung on the empty and wiped

Earth, birthing here a shadow, drawing there a meadow and there a wav-

ing sea on the skies. Instead, as time
came when dawn was supposed to
blow east, the night seemed to stagnate, to take a significant moment to
rest. East was West, all dark and

frightful and deathful. No silhouette
moved ~

melting away toward the

hedges, toward the edges of my backyard. Instead, they sat still like
g hosts, like death and seemed to control the stillness of the night; no whistle, nothing but the moaning of a wino
sleeping behind my window.

Today is the first day of school ,
and I haven 't registe red. The tuition
is gone up, too high up for me to keep
up with my pre-registratio n, to walk
to the registrar with my head on m y
shoulders, with a mild s mile on my
lips, and to drop a pile of blue leaves,

the huge pile of blue bills on the
counter. The governor did the hike.
I ' m goi ng to school to drop my c lasses in order to study. I am riding in thi s
train that tears the Bronx with its

and out. They see her. They hold
long talk s about dropped classes.
about schedul es, failed exams and

low and high GPAs. Then they rise.
pass by me, ignore me, ignore the secretaries and the advisers on my sides
and melt away into the corridor while
the line flows in. The eyes of the
director fall on mine and bring a mes-

sage of apology. I stand still at the
entrance, consuming my fate.

The walls of the office hold portraits, landmarks where I struggle to
escape. I see seas and waves; I see
old cities; I seek peace.
I see Einstein. He stares at a
spot over my right eye. Three lines of
discreet wrinkles furrow h is forehead.

The lights fall on his gray hair and
brighten it into a s ilver halo. Yet, not
a single indiscretion escapes from his
expressionless figure . All fades, all is

Deadline to apply: Friday, January 16, 2004

M eanwhile, the watch hangs on
the wall; the three pendulums inside
tum whirlwind around the same poi nt,
inside the same gray land, the same
desert. No way for them to escape.
No way to go away. We are trapped.
We a ll are trapped in this desert. They
are a fam ily: a father, a mother a nd a
son, a turbulent son . 1 am a lo nely
wanderer whose tongue had dilated
a nd wetted a hostile world e lsewhere

For more informat ion. call 800-231-IONA. our
Office of Admissions at 914-633-2502. or visit
us online at www.iona.edu/info.

behind the horizon. near the Sahara. a

now rusty the n colorful , with its
crowds of the working c lass. rushing
here and there along with homeless

runaway they now meet here in this
offtce in the sear ch for th e mirage. in
the search for education; he re, standing s till . s ilent, wa iting to drop my
classes.
-Mamadou Maladho Diallo

The director 's office is narrow
and dark. It births other offices tha t
are stretched sideways. No s unlight

W H AT IS JA PANESE
ANIMATION?
By Justin Shaw
apanese a nimations a re
cartoons m ade in Japan .
They are different from
American animation because
they s howca se Japanese
beliefs and attitudes. Japan's
animation also a llows you
to learn about another country's beli efs and value systems. It doesn't generalize
and make judgments; rather,
it a ll ows you to get a glimpse
of their philosophies in a
tasteful and even an ethica l manner.
What makes
Japanese animation specifica lly differe nt than that of
others, I think. is that their animatio n is an art form.
Every character is significantly more detailed than many
of those found in Western cultures. They visua lly compel you to observe them closely. I also think that Japan
is more seriously creative when they incorporate their
idea ls. They can also get down and dirty ; therefore, they
a re not shy about showing violence, nudity and us ing
curse words. I think that this is also what makes it
unique.
I think that although these a re not fantastic qua lities to have in a creative sense, I s till feel that this is art.
People should be ab le to express them selves. An art
form is an art form . I think that sometimes p eopl e are
too judgm enta l o f a rt that is different from thei r own.
This often leads to negative genera lizatio ns about differe nt types of art that deviate from the norm .
I think tha t this is the cas e w he n it comes to
Japanese an imation . There are a lo t of misconceptions.
When I talk to m y friends a bout Japa n 's an imat io n, they

J

Now is the time to continue your
undergraduate education by transferring to
lena. where you can choose from over 40
majors. And depending on your GPA. you may
also be eligible for scholarships up to $8.000.

dark like the night, the background in
the portrait.

stretch of buildings with stairways

people, the forgotten folks.

Finish here.

think that their ani m ations are di s tas teful , a nd that the_y
always have violence and nudi ty. Although this may be
true to certain degree, not a ll of them are like tha t. since
Japanese a nimation is made for a ll types of aud iences
a nd genres, such as fanta sy, action, horror a nd dra m a.
But what I rea lly like about this form of art, and what I
mostly like to stress to others, is that Japanese anim ation
gets viewers to get familiar with the li festy les of the
Ja panese people, unlike other a nima tio n does not.
American an ima tion som etimes isolates u s form learning about other countries. It only showcases o ur particula rl y American topics and ideals. It does not lead the
v iewe r to o bserve and think " o utside the box."
A Ja pa nese creator goes beyond the usua l limits
a nd stretc hes o ur imaginations. Warning: Ja pa nese an imation is not for those who a re too timid a nd afra id of
broa d ening the ir horiz ons ! These a nimations wi ll c hallenge you to do so .
Here are three Japanese animations tha t I recommend if you want to s tart yo ur own collection.
ROBOTECH (The Macross Saga)
Genre: action/science fiction
What it's about: An unknown spaceship crashlands on earth . The ship contains data on an important
battle technology called R o botech . An a rm y of a lien
invade rs called the Zentraedi discover the whereabouts
of the s hip and will do wha tever necessary to retrieve it,
no matter what the cost.
Type of audience and age group recommended:
If you ' re a big space fan who likes robots then this
anim e is just for you. It is a lso recommended for all
ages. This anime is avai lable in stores only on DVD.
Dragon Baii-Z
Genre: Martia l-a rts action
What it's about: A warrior. Gok:u. was sent from a
distant planet as an infa nt to destroy the Earth. However,
dtle to a serve injury as a n infant, he is now defende r of
the p lanet aga inst invaders. a lo ng wi th four other fighters who join his side to fight.
Type of a udie nce and age group recommende d :

Aspir-e . Achiev e .

ION
A COLLEGE
715 No r th Avenue . New Rochelle . NY

If your bedroom closet is filled with Superman comic
books, a lo n g with Bruce Lee memorabilia, thi s Japanese
a nime is one you s hould d efinitel y check out. Despite
the fast-paced fight scenes with nonstop fireba ll action ,
I think thi s a nime will still stand out in 40 years. For the
little kids o ut there. there is and edited version formatted
without the bad content. For viewers over 13, there is
a lso an uncut version. However, I recommend that you
watch this version a t your own risk. It is available on
VHS and DVD.
Vampire Hunter D
Genre: Horror
What's it about: A beautiful , you ng fem a le vi llage r hires a mysterious vampire hunter in order to protect he r a nd the villagers from a vampire lord, Count
Mag nus Lee.
Type of audience and age group recommended:
For a ll you horror a nd Goth ic fans o ut there. this is also
a good ani me to watch. There is a recent version of this
anim e c a lled Vampire Hunter D Bloodlust. However, I
recommend that you watch the version that I have just
explained in thi s article before you d ecide to watch the
recent version. This a nime is about twenty-years-old
but, hey, it's still in good s hape. Due to some scenes of
nudity a nd graphic violence, I prefe r only viewers over
the age of 15 to watch this anime _ You can buy this
anime only on DVD.
-Fernando L opez also contributed to this article.

C{)ampirc
<}funtcrg)

Photos for thi s s tory were taken from
Ju s tin 's DVD co ll ec ti on .
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A Costly Rumor Is in the
Works

BCC FRESHMAN CONVOCATION
B y A n ti'ony Pe rez

By Jonathan Glazer
rather comical rumor has been brought to my
attention this semester. The rumor I speak of is
that the college will look to start charging us students for the air that we breathe while on the campus. At
first, much like you will, I found the rumor too outlandish
to believe. ·But when I started ·thinking about the things ·
that the school does charge students for, all of ;. sudden,
charging for the air that we breathe didn't seem so outlandish anymore. I mean, the college already charges you
for a transcript and a make-up final, so why not the air?
What pushed me further over the wall was when I had to
pay over $100 for one of my new textbooks: the same
textbook that a friend of Iii.int! bought four years ago :for
half that price. It has to be official riow among BCC stu.l
there.
The convocation began with Kirk Daley
dents; the costs of textbooks are beyond outrageous.
New York Senator Charles E. Schumer recently giving a speech lti which he presented an
released a study showing how much textbook costs have overview of the event and took the opportunity
to welcome the fre~hmen to the college, in addisoared in the past several years. "The study [ ... ] found
tion to introducing Dr. Carolyn Williams, BCC's
that students at public colleges and universities in New IPt·eside,nt. She began by saying, "College is·a big
York pay more on average for required textbooks than
She talked about her days iu college and
students at private schools-- $I04 per class for CUNY
about how college was helpful ' to her. On
and SUNY schools compa.red to $10 I per class at private
that, she stated, "We measure our success
schools." Additionally, "The Schumer study found that
the average New York freshman or sophomore is forced
to pay $922 for textbooks this year- which is up approximately 4I percent since 1998. The average amount o
textbooks required for class in Lehman College is
$101.49. And in Columbia University it is $96.47." (The
it
source for this information is Senator's Schumer's offiyou~._.._
cial newsletter).
If for some reason we have to pay for the air we
breathe, I wonder how much this college would charge.
What if the air is polluted, do we get a refund? And how
much exactly will the air cost us? 1 would also like to
know what if a student decides not to pay for the air; will
he be forced to pay anyway as a requirement of a ttending
the colleg e')
Maybe someone within the BCC organization can
get back to me on some of these question s.
My fellow BCC students, I suggest you start s ucking
up the air and save as much cash as you can because the
school seems to be charging for everything nowadays
(not including the recent tuition increase), and ~obody
seems to know exactly what to do about it.
Calling all students! Suck up all the air. you can on
campus because, at Bronx Community College, the air is
still one of the only things that's free or reasonably
priced, for now.
onathan Glazer is a media technology student at Bronx
Community College.

A

Organizational Council). He encouraged
freshmen to join the various student
around the campus and said, "If you
assistance, we are here to guide you and
you."
There were · many other speakers and
sentations from both the BCC adlmiini:>trllti<>n
.and student body, but many agree that one' of
highlights of the afternoon came when Dr.
Martin, a motivational speaker, addressed·
audience, trying to instill the will to achi.e ve.
spoke of the difficulties of his childhood,
ascent to the head of his class, and his beco1mi1ngl
a college professor in his hometown of
In a nutshell, the Freshman Ccmv·ocati<Dnl
helped the new students feel welcome and
them a starting point for their academic
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trying and you will never reach your
. ·
dreams.
·
.
·,.
above me,
aJtardund m,e and even in ihe bed beside me.
·• ·V:if!S vaves crash down so hard that I can '
count them. as they crash..' '•" ,. one, two! thr~e! four!
While .the pain of the waves crashing down on
'·,;~ me are'k;illing me from inside,'out,
eating me like maggots eat cadaver.
'I hear the voices of my mother and all my
ani:estors calling me forward.

a

come,

waves.

,n.,,,,,.,a,,.,s continue to•hold me down,
Imitstgo on.
and higher, stronger and
eve'! count them anymore.
mqming, telling myself that
new day'and I will not
fO ' CC>UIU the waves,
waves hit, again!
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Fool For Love
By Keoshia Richards
Answered any question that wa5 asked
At the drop ofu difrie
An4 I was always on time
did/ deny "yoU of any tiring
I gave~ what ·)'QU wanted when you wanted it
'[loved so much ofydu to the point I forgot
about me
You had my heart on l'oclc and laidn ~ even can?
for: a key
With the top of my feet on hot coal
Hands tied behind my back while ~l('Jii.'*'i:Jc'
rice
·.:·.· ·· ' ·.· .....:

Never

I'll forbid to give up th~ lo~
. ·.·.
J even sacrificed my life and deti'\".enil it to tlfe.
source above
Only a fool in love
You '11 test me from time to time to see 1yjl~re ljjy,
head was at
.::.::. ,:
He .knew I was in Jove with him and tlku. ~ a
fact
· ··
Everything was rve.rything_whelt. deali."lf wf!ft
him
. ·.. _

-.zd

He knew with me he
~~
Afoot in love · ·...· . -.-.· ·· ·
In love with his smile. his eyes. his.. ~rlif;. IUs~~
aitt:l'hi<; '-'oice
:=-·:_:,:·.-:
·.:-.·-·-·.·>
All the elements that makes /t.t.'llf~WJtii}te is
1 can never reSist his·Jiiii..··?.':}\:
He got a good hold on ~e
And i f¢/t we were one
J!4St con.side:r}Jttl, a fool in love

.. .

My Brother'?$ Pain
By Aritha Corry

' MY brother:~
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Did You Know?
-By Allison O'dell Bridges
reshman Orientation (OCD
0 I) is a graduation requirement.
This essential class is not listed on any curriculum in the
Curricula and Programs chapter of
the college catalog (See College
Catalog, pages 65-101).
You can verity this all-important fact by looking on page 136 of
the 2003/2004 College Catalog
under the OCD 01 course description. which reads:
..[This] Course enables student
to develop basic college survival
skills in areas of academic life, setting career goals, time management, analysis of classroom behavior, assessment of instructor
demands and utilization of libnuy
and other college resources.
Emphasis on students • understanding of academic environment and
its demands on their developing
successful coping and achievement
behavior. Required in all curricula.""

F

In a nutshell, this is a great
class, and rm speaking from personal
experience.
Freshman,
returning and graduating students
have something to learn from the
OCD 01 course. Most students are
reluctant and/or fail to recognize
the significance of the course information, especially those nearing
graduation.
As a graduating student
preparing to transfer to a senior
college the skills learned in OCD
01 can only help you with challenges that come with the transition.
As a returning student OCD 0 I
reintroduces you to the academic
environment and all that is has to
offer to you specifically as a
returning student. It is a refresher
course.
As a freshman it is important
to take this course as early as possible. It will get you started on the
right track so you don't have to
learn the ropes the hard way.
OCD 01 provides critical
information that aids students in
their successful navigation of
Bronx Community College, from
their first official step on campus to
their last step off campus as a graduate - and beyond,

FROM THE DESK OF
TRUSTEE HAQUE

other vital programs has been systematically reduced.
Furthermore, a tuition hike is just another form of taxing
the people who can least afford it. More than 1 00,000
of our fellow students' household income is less than
By SMm..vul Haque
$30,000. Most of us don't have any other place to
CUNY University Student President
receive our education with affordable tuition. CUNY is
John F. Kennedy onoe said. "Our progress as a
nation can be no swifter than our progress in education. our best and last hope.
We must learn something ftom these crises. We, the
The human mind is our fundamental resource."
student leaders, must ponder the following questions.
America has become a powerful nation in the world
What can be done? What is our responsibility? How
due to committed leaders like President Kennedy who
could we tum this around to our benefit? Are we just
understood the importance of education in our society.
going to tolerate these policies or stand up against them?
The continuous budget cuts in education and rising
I think that the following actions could create a
costs in tuition fees make me wonder if today we are
huge impact on how legislators handle their business.
living in the same country. What is our priority? Why
First, we have to raise awareness regarding the conseis support for public education not a priority? Where
quences of lack of support for education. Second, we
will we be in the future without adequate funding for
must increase our lobbying efforts, supporting those
public education?
Some will always argue that there is not enough who support higher education and opposing those who
money to support public education due to the bad state do not. Third, we must vote in general elections and
of our economy. l strongly disagree. l believe that if encourage others to do the same. I cannot emphasize
there is a will there is a way. Even in a dire economic enough how important it is for us to vote in all elections.
condition, like the Great Depression, education in Remember. public officials care most about those people
CUNY was free and we continued to build new educa- who vote in elections. If we vote in a III!Be number, we
tional facilities. New Yorlc State even introduced the can elect those leaders who put priority on education
New York State Lottery to offset the funding of educa- instead of those who do not. Fourth, we should get
tion. Investment in higher education also has a greater involved in the political process. Getting involved does
economic return. Graduates of CUNY contribute to not mean that we all have to run in the next election. It
New York State (NYS) by paying taxes and making simply means that whenever we meet with our respecother financial contributions which otherwise would not tive public officials. we should demand support for pubbe realized. An educated work force means a better lic education. lt also means that we should reach out to
our fellow student leaders and get them involved. We
economy.
It is unfortunate that support for higher education must not forget that we can influence our families and
(funding in NYS) has diminished while the entire coun- urge them to do the same. Finally, our responsibility
try profits from the benefits ofa booming economy. The does not stop once we graduate. We should remain
City University has been deprived fi:om these benefits. engaged in the political process for the sake of our chilTuition went up twice in less than a decade; full time dren.
faculty was reduced from 11,000 to 6,000. Funding for

GRABBING THE BULL BY THE HORNS:
T I P 8
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Edward Roman is the
Coordinator
of
Career
DfWt!!lopment who contribute.• a
monthly column on workplace issues.
A good buss is someone who can
successfully run a company, organization or department and be in touch with,
and understand, his/her employees. If a
boss involves employees in decisions
and shows appreciation for hard work,
most people will enjoy working for
him/her. A difficult relationsbip with
your boss is a common cause of workrelated stress (see the Career
Communique, Career Development's
newsletter, Volume 2. Issue 2 for more
on stress in the workplace). Examples of
difficult behavior demonstrated by some
bosses include lack of communication,
verbal maltreatment, nooflexible thinking and rudeness. There are a tange of
strategies you can use to try and build a
better relationship with your boss.
Some common, but counter-productive. ways tbalsome people deal with
difficult bo~s include: using the same
behavior, sucb as rudeness or shouting;
silence and tiinid confonnity; avoiding
interaction with the boss; increased
absenteeism; or even quitting.
Workplace conflict. in large part.
takes two fonos - when people's ideas,
decisions or actions relating directly to
the job are opposed; or when two people
just don't get along. The latter is often
referred to as a "personality clash."
Sometimes it can be difficult to distinguish between the two. For instance.
your dislike for your boss may be caused
by bislher initial refusal to listen to your
ideas.
If you and your boss are at odds on
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differeot thoughts oo business procedures, there are various ways to open the
Jines of communication, including:
• Be calm and reasonable.
Rememberthat your boss is not obliged to feel the
same way about things as you do.
• Aim to solve the disagreement, rather
tban win the argument. Be prepared to
compromise.
Suggest your own ideas. rather than
demand tbem and explain how your
ideas will benefit the orpnization.
If you simply just don't get along with
your boss, it's important to find out wby.
Issues to ccmsidec include:
• Does your boss treat everyone badly, or
just you?
• Is thece some unresolved dispute
between you?
.
• Are you giving your boss sonietbiog to
dislike about you, such as poor work performance or increased absenteeism?
• Do you have conflicts witb other people at work? Maybe you are tbe one with
the difficult pensonality 1111d not your
boss.
Building a bealtbier relationship with
your boss means taking into account
tbeir personality and tailoring your
strategies accordingly; for example,
don't ask them why they treat you badly
if direct confrontation angers them.
Some suggestions:
• If you have a c~workec who gets
along well with the boss, ask bim how
he does it, In your eyes, how does be
treat the boss differently?
• Keep calm. ffyour boss simply bas terrible people sltiJJs, don't take his behavior personally.
• Change youc communication style.
Take the time to listen to your boss.
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People sometimes yell and cant if they
feel they are being ignored.
• Assert yourself in a reasonable and
calm :maDDer. Don't yell.back, or take tbe
abuse silently. Explain, in a polite manDe£ that you don't appreciate being spoken to in such a way.
Assertiveness (and I don't mean this in
the Jeny Springer way) means communicating your needs, wants, feelings,
beliefs and opinions to others in a direct
and honest manner, without intentionally
hurting anyone's feelings. Suggestions
on how to be more assertive include:
• Accept that assertiveness will take time
to learn, just like any other sldU.
• Practice talking in an assertive way.
• Use a noncombative approach such as
'I feeL.' 8Cid 'I think .. .'. cather than an
accusatory 11pproach such as 'You
always .. .' aod 'You never .. .'
• Don't interrupt the other person when
be are talking, and try bard to listen and
understand his point of view.
Tbe art of diplomacy is ao underrated personal power. Although you may be
in a subordinate position and lack the
political clout. you can use youc diplo~ slc:iJJs to get want you wanL In a
perfect world we would all like to have
kind respectful bosses who are sensitive
to our needs; in tbe real world you may
not have that. so you have to have to deal
with the problem like you would any
other challenge in life- you can run from
it, or grab tbe bull by the horns,
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The Spanish Club ~--.. . . . .
cordially invites ... _..~
you to a
......- ~
Spanish
T
•
Film Festival
Wednesday, Noveaaber 12, 2003
2:00 PM • 4:00 PM

Belle Epoque
(The Age of Beauty}

la••-

A Film by Fernando Trueba
(lest Fcnign

Flint)

Tbu~~~ber13,2003
12:00 PM • 2:00 Pll

Frida

Place: Roscoe Biuwn Student Center
For fu1 tl•r infonlatlon please call Praf. Di- Flores ext. 5644
or 1118111bers of the Spanish Club Colston RM.235

.
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Collin Aamphal (845) 893-2125
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CUSTOM BUILT ~CHINES fOR THE Ul~TE GANEAII!
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9J. Sfor oll your e!Jterh!Dment Deeds_

( StudentServices)

~trrm6@0~
~

Let us bJild one fer VOJ.

Photo Restorauon

Computers will be specifically designed to YOU"
speciftctlticrs so that you den 1t sPend extra mc:ne't

Using the West in digital technology, •
rebuild Chtimages of tom, faded • or
stained photographs.. add people to (or
11111ove fro.) plttures, tOOize old
1m0chrome photographs, or !JOup
photos together into beUN collages

on hcrdwae you don't use!!!
call
604-6649 m we win

Ebba's Floral Designs

Floral Arrangements
For All Occasions
DAWN FREEMAN

154 East 97th St.

BfFORf

CWeusacll

Afl£R

(718l 299·7l07 Pfease ask for Mlpua

www.nyml~uei.J~om.com

NewYork.; NY 10029

Phone: (9 17) 622-2615
-

.

·-

-~~:.

-~·
~PE~IAltAU

YOUR AD COULD BE HERE!!!

Recruiting for Spring 2004

To inquire about classified advertising with The
Communicator please call (718) 289-5100 x5104.
Ask ·for Nadia
·
1ft !IUDIIIII! WIIU IILIDITID ID ell IH
WORD fU!!IriiD D PUtiD r11 rBI!!!

We Need:
Gnphic Artists

Sales Personnel
Administrative Help
Writers

PLEASE CAU OR VISfT THE COMMUICATOR
We ill"e louted in roo• 605 in Cols1on Hi-ll
Phone: i11'9 289-5445
......,;aEAT PERKS ADorn-

BCC ST·u :DENT ACTIVITIES CAL.E NDAR!
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 14
Poet's Lounge at The Center
Bring a friend and enjoy a night of live jazz. Hear some of the hottest
poets frOm the tri-state and metropolitan areas. Admission is freel Lite
rctTcshm.cnts will be served.
Brown Student Center, Room 207,6 - 10 PM
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 21
Trip to Broadway Play: Aida
Students: $15. Staff: $25.
Tickets: First come, first served.
For information: (718) 289-5194 I S
Brown Student Center, Room 102

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 5
Comedy Showcase
Comedy is truly the universal language . A hilarious joke or laugh makes
you feel good, helps put a smile on your fuce, and can brighten you day.
Come and hear some of the country' s hottest and brightest comedians
ready to get you rolling. Don't miss it!
Brown Student Center Playhouse, 6 -9 PM. Admission: $5 (includes
entrance to a raffie for a l:uge Christmas basket)

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 4
Fourth Annual Student Government Talent Show
Six categories to enter. Prizes and certificates for all who you enter.
Must sign up and audition before the show. For information call (718)
289-5 l 94 or stop by the Student Center, Room 102, for an application.
Brown Student Center Playhouse, 12 -- 2 PM

For more information, contact the Office of Student Activities at:(718) 289-5194/5.

APPLY FOR THE BELLE ZELLER SCHOLARSHIP
BY DECEl\ IBER 1ST
1

The Trustees of the Belle Zeller Scholarship Trust Fund announce
that they are now accepting applications from candidates wishing to be
considered for the year 2003 Belle Zeller Scholarship Awards. These
merit scholarships arc for the full undergraduate tuition, renewable while
the student is a full-time undergraduate attending CUNY.
·
Applications must be postmarked by December I, 2003. Applicants
must have completed a minimum of sixteen credits at any branch of
CUNY with an index of 3.75 or better.
Candidates must also submit four letters of recommendation, two
must be from classroom instructors of the college they now attend and
must address their academic performance and contributions. At least one
of the four letters must be from a person who has personal knowledge of
their activities and can evaluate their leadership, service and/or social
commitment.
All applications
be screened and finalists will be interviewed by
a

will

BCC PROVIDES FREE BUS SERVICE
Beginning September 2nd, there is tfee bus service on campus during
evening hours. The bus stops, and scheduled dates and times of
operation are as follows:

On Campus
Front of Language Hall

committee of the Trustees or their designees. Awards for the 2003-2004
year will be announced by May 31, 2004. Winners will be known as
Zeller Scholars.
Applications arc available through the office of the, Dean of Students
on each campus and are also available on the web by going to
http://www.psc-cunv.org.
Since the Fund was established in 1979, 275 scholarships have been
awarded to CUNY students.
The Fund was created by the Professional Staff Congress/CUNY. the
union representing the instructional staff of City University. In formally
establishing the Fund, the Union cited the late Dr. Zeller for her contributions to higher education, to fu.culty unionism, and the practice of legislative lobbying. Dr. Zeller was among the first instructors on the faculty of Brooklyn College (1920), where she spent mostofherprofessional
life as a professor of political science.

ATTENTJ()N STt:DEl\TS!!!
TUTORS NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
Subjects:
Psychology, History, Chemistry, Biology

Front of Meister Hall
Front of Brown Student Center

OfT Campus
University Avenue entrance

Requiremeots:
Experience Preferred; strong G.P.A. ;
must be available morning & early afternoon.

Jerome Avenue and West Burnside Avenue
Jerome Avenue and Fordham Road
University Avenue and Fordham Road
9/2103 - 10/23/03

6:30 toll PM

10/17/03- 4/l/04

5 to 11 PM

4/14/04 - 5/19/04

6:30 toll PM

Contact:
Ms. Rebecc Encarnacion
Phone: (718) 289-5909/5914
e-mail: rebecca. encarnacion@bcc.cuny.edu

